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EDITORIAL
Suddenly, improving children's reading and
writing performance has become a national goal
with 1998/9 designated the National Year of
Reading. Education Secretary David Blunkett has
announced an ambitious target for all 11-year-
olds to reach level 4 in English (their
chronological reading age) by 2002.
Teachers confronted with the immediate
practicalities of meeting Blunkett's target are
faced with a confusing array of schemes and
methodologies. As the National Literacy Trust
(which has 1,800 initiatives on its database) puts
it in its booklet Building a Literate Nation:
'Literacy is a multi-faceted subject that demands
the attention of practitioners and thinkers with
very different perspectives. It is not, therefore,
surprising that there is no common agenda for
building a literate nation over the next five years.'
Clearly, there is need for a common language to
discuss literacy strategy if
this important prog-
ramme is to be met.
Blunkett's literacy target
follows hard on the heels
of the government's new
'literacy hour' initiative
which followed summer
literacy schools and
classes for parents. New
Labour is also trying to
make literacy sexy: best
selling author Ken Follett
(husband of the MP
Barbara) was invited to
launch the literacy hour.
Grange Hill and Brook-
side creator Phil Redmond
was also invited to give
his support and he has
expressed willingness to
build literacy into the plot
of Brookside. As he says:
'Literacy allows us to
exchange ideas and
knowledge that are the
motors of all social and
cultural change ... Child-
ren are our biggest
investment.'
A National Year of Reading
immediately raises the
question: which books to read? During the course
of 1998, BfK will be focusing on books and ideas
which will promote interest in and enjoyment of
books with literacy in mind in every kind of
community. But while teachers take action across
the country in order to achieve the government's
ambitious programme to raise standards,
preschool intervention and the empowering of
parents to engender enthusiasm and interest in
reading must not be forgotten.
In an article in Signal* (September 1997), 'Parents
and Children Sharing Books: An Observational
Study', Maggie Moore and Barrie Wade discuss
the long-term impact on the children involved of
Bookstart, a national pilot project in Birmingham

Oniy once did they spy on Queenie laying
her egg, and never again.

"it didn't seem right," said Mum. "ft seemed...
"Private,'' said Dad.

Queenie lays an egg in Bruno's basket.
An illustration from Bob Graham's
Queenie the Bantam (Walker), this
issue's Editor's Choice and a 'warm,
funny, beautiful book about change and
adaptation to change.' See page 20.)

Rosemary Stones

in 1992 which was designed to encourage the
sharing of books with babies. 130 parents were
given Bookstart packs at their local health clinic via
librarians and health visitors. In 1997 the children
were assessed using the Birmingham Baseline
criteria for literacy and numeracy. 'Detailed

, analysis is still in progress,'
write Moore and Wade, 'but
first and clear indications
are that the Bookstart
group are strongly superior
in the literacy measures for
reading and writing and
they are also ahead in
numeracy. These prelim-
inary findings suggest that
babies, given the advan-
tage of book-sharing with
adults from nine months of
age, not only develop the
foundations of literacy... in
the preschool years; they
also maintain these
advantages and are further
ahead at the onset of
schooling. Bookstart not
only has the power to
generate the interest in
books that leads to
pleasure and satisfaction, it
also has the potential to
affect levels of literacy and
numeracy during the first
year in school.'
This crucial evidence, if
translated into further
Bookstart initiatives, could
benefit young readers and

their parents even before school starts so that for
many, literacy problems, with their devastating
attendant connotations of failure and shame,
never arise.

*Signal: Approaches to Children's Books is available
from The Thimble Press, Lockwood, Station Road,
Woodchester, Stroud, Glos. GL5 5EQ. Single copies
£4.25; annual subscription £12.75.
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Books for stockings, books wrapped up and placed under the tree ... What could be nicer than
choosing something wonderful for the children in your life!
Books for Keeps asks leading children's book experts to choose the old favourite and the
recently published title that they would most want to give to their special child at Christmas.

So 'Grandma' read the letter
And poured the tea,

Which the not-so-Jolly Postman
Drank . . . nervously.

Illustration by Janet Ahlberg from Allan Ahlberg's The Jolly Postman.

read its jaunty verses and pore
lovingly over its absorbing, pint-
sized illustrations. In this small
masterpiece the comic figure of
the bicycling postman combined
with a play on well-known fairy
tales set new standards of
inventiveness which others have
followed, though never with
quite the same sure, comic
touch. Long may 'the Jolly P.'
bicycle on!

The Secret Fairy Handbook or
How to be a Little Fairy
Penny Dann, Orchard,
1 86039 384 5, £9.99 hbk
A fairy 'postie' is the bringer of
glad tidings to the fairy
kingdom in this unashamedly

pink, girlie and
irresistible to five- to
seven-year-olds novelty
book. Readers join
Blossom in her
preparations for the
Queen's May Ball,
finding in secret pockets
or hidden under leafy
flaps all the adornments
an honorary fairy must
have — daisy chain
bracelet, raindrop
pendant and best of all,
silver fairy wings! Soft
padded covers held by a
clasp keep all its fairy
surprises hidden from
the prying eyes of
unbelievers — I cannot
wait to share this one
with my granddaughter!

The Jolly Postman, or Other
People's Letters
Janet and Allan Ahlberg,
Heinemann, 0 434 92515 2, £10.99
hbk
Novelty books tend to come and
go without reaching classic
status, with this rare exception
which is still delighting new
generations of three-year-olds
and upwards who will be drawn
back long after infancy to re-

of dreams and nightmares. The
youngest child can explore the
vivid, magical pictures, spotting
unexpected bananas on every
page; the older child may also
recognize the familiar characters
peopling Willy's dream-world.

Peepo!
Janet and Allan Ahlberg, Viking,
0 670 80344 8, £10.99 hbk,
0 670 87176 1, £4.99 board,
Picture Puffin, 0 14 050384 6,
£4.99 pbk
My 'old favourite' is this baby-
centred view of a 1940s
domestic world created through
soft, warm pictures full of detail
and accompanied by gentle,
rhyming text. All the highlights
of daily routine are observed
from the baby's various vantage
points - cot, bath, sister's arms
and mother's arms. The very
young reader can watch with the
baby and accompany him
through a peep-hole cut in the
pages. For the slightly older
reader, the rhyming language
and simple repetitions continue
to keep this an accessible and
satisfying book for early reading
alone. The busy, lovingly
depicted illustrations of
cluttered, chaotic family life
become more intriguing as the
child reader starts to draw
comparisons with his or her own
present day surroundings. A
lovely book for
sharing and especially
at bed-time. Available
as a picture book or
board book.

Willy the Dreamer
Anthony Browne,
Walker, 0 7445 4972 8,
£9.99 hbk
A whimsical
exploration of the
contrary world of
dreams, perfectly
suited to Browne's
gloriously imaginative
surrealist style which
pays subtle homage to
pivotal modern artists
- Willy dreams he is
an explorer in a
Rousseau forest, lost
in a strange Dali
landscape, and even
that he is Magritte
himself. In dreams he
can become a ballet
dancer, a scuba-diver,
a giant, a beggar, and
a king. Nothing is ever
quite what it seems,
encouraging
discussion of the
confusing experiences

The Macmillan Treasury of
Poetry for Children
Illustrated by Diz Wallis,
Macmillan,
0 333 71264 1, £25.00 hbk
Bursting with over two hundred
and fifty poems, this handsome
and compre-hensive anthology
should be top of the shopping
list this Christmas. The poems
selected are an excellent mix of
the timeless and the very new,
and there is a wise and
interesting foreword from
Charles Causley. There are full
colour illustrations on every
spread and the format is
pleasingly chunky. The
bibliographical detail is of the
best - there is not only an index
of first lines, an index of poets
and of titles but also each poet is
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'Slushy green undergrowth
Where the roach swim,
Here we keep our larder
Cool and full and dim!'
From The Macmillan Treasury
of Poetry.

set in a time context with the
date of birth given after every
poem.

Classic Poems to Read Aloud

Selected by James Berry,
ill. James Mayhew, Kingfisher,
1 85697 253 4, £10.99 hbk,
0 75340 120 7, £5.99 pbk

My 'old favourite' is this
enduring and excellent
anthology aimed at all ages from
seven to fourteen. There are
sufficient of the great and
familiar favourites to justify the
definitive title and to make the
reader feel comfortable, but
there are also new voices from
widely differing cultures that
provide an inspired and thought
provoking selection. These are
poems to read aloud, the
cadences and the voices sing off
the pages. Illustrated with
Mayhew's excellent line
drawings, full of mystery,
laughter and sadness, and with
colour plates by a variety of
artists. First published in 1995.

The Midnight Folk

Illustrated by Rowland Hilder,
0 7497 1285 6

The Box of Delights

Illustrated by Judith Masefield,
0 7497 12864

John Masefield, Mammoth,
£4.50 each pbk

The most successful Christmas
storytelling our lot ever had
started somewhere round about
October. Sir Theopompus began
it with his letter on the first page
of The Midnight Folk and we
finished on Christmas Eve with
the bells of Tatchester Cathedral
ringing out at the end of The
Box of Delights. It is a bit late

to start that 600-page
manoeuvre now, but any time is
good enough for these two
marvellous books.

The Tailor of Gloucester

Beatrix Potter, Frederick Warne,
0 7232 3462 0, £4.50 standard
hbk, 0 7232 4094 9, £11.99 de
luxe hbk

No scrimping on Christmas Eve
at the tailor of Gloucester's,
which you can even buy in a
celebration de luxe edition
bound in cloth gilt, copying the
fancy edition of 1904. Like
Masefield, Beatrix Potter gives
you words, phrases, and
sentences as rich as plum-
pudding — and who cares what
'paduasoy and taffeta' or 'green
worsted chenille' may mean.
Admittedly Miss Potter's
favourite bits, in what was her
favourite book — the nursery
rhymes - do not fit in very well,
but you can just convert that
part, into a sing-song
intermezzo.

Complete Chronicles of Narnia

C S Lewis, seven tapes
dramatised by the BBC,
0 563 38109 4, £49.99 inc. VAT

Spoken word makes an excellent
choice if you are buying a 'book'
gift for a child whose reading
ability is unknown, or who just
loves listening to a good story.

Illustration by Selina Young from Georgie Adams's A Year Full of
Stories, see page 6.

Usually my preference is for an
unabridged reading of a text.
However, the BBC are masters
at dramatisation and their full
gift set of the seven double tape
packs at £49.99 makes a
wonderful present. These are
classics that no child should

The Iron Man

Ted Hughes, one tape read by
the author, Penguin,
0 14 086673 6, £5.99 inc.VAT

During the past few years I have
had innumerable requests for a
recording of this brilliant story. I
was therefore thrilled when
Penguin released a recording of
Hughes reading his own work.
His well paced reading has the
listener hooked from the start
and the exciting, gravelly
texture of his voice suits the
story very well. Any child over
six will be enthralled.

Below, from Eric Carle's The Very
Quiet Cricket.

The Very Quiet Cricket

Eric Carle, Hamish Hamilton, 0
241 13785 3, £4.99 novelty
board

The Very Quiet Cricket was first
published as a picture book in
1990. This board book version
(with chirp) of the story of the
little cricket's search for
someone to talk to is perfect; the
lyrical text illustrated in Carle's
individual and immediately
recognisable style, moves to a
moment of pure astonishment
that touches every young reader.
Onomatopoeic words such as
scraping, crunching, munching,
slurping and screeching offer
children a sense of the wonder
of words as a praying mantis,
spittlebug, dragon fly, luna moth

How are you! hummed a bumblebee,
flying from flower to flower.
The little cricket wanted to answer,
so he rubbed his wings together.
But nothing happened. Not u sound.
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and others almost fly from the
pages. The Cricket makes a
perfect gift, it has the same
classic quality as The Very
Hungry Caterpillar and, if my
copy is anything to go by, his
chirp lasts for ever!

A Year Full of Stories
Georgie Adams and Selina
Young, Orion, 1 85881 182 1,
£20.00 hbk
I remember the big book of
'stories for boys and girls' I
owned as a child and now, at
last, there is a perfect
replacement in A Year Full of
Stories. The large format,
chunky squareness of the book is
irresistible, and, with 366
exuberantly illustrated stories
and poems, you have a book
that must be picked up. It is
ideal for bedtime — children will
demand the poem or story of
the day, and as many more as
they can negotiate! Characters
popping up throughout the
book and poems with
vocabulary as appealing as those
muddy words, squeedgy,
squidgy, squelch and splatter,
offer real pleasure. This
handsome book is too big for
the stocking but will do well
under the tree and stand many
readings.

The Swan's Stories
Hans Christian Andersen,
translated by Brian Alderson,
ill. Chris Riddell, Walker,
07445 3298 1, £12.99 hbk
'Once upon a time there was a
darning-needle who was so
altogether fine that she fancied
she was a sewing needle ...'
Thus begins one of the 12
sparkily translated Andersen
stories about inanimate objects
(a collar, a snowman, a tin
soldier) that make up this
handsome volume full of
humour and pathos. Stylishly
and moodily illustrated with
strongly imaginative colour
plates and Riddell's expressive
black and white line.

The Roald Dahl Treasury
Illustrated by Quentin Blake et
al, Cape, 0 224 04691 8, £19.99
hbk
This extensive, fully illustrated
volume (448pp) brings together
complete stories, extracts from
key works, poems, recipes and
letters from the Dahl oeuvre,
both the canon and quirky
ephemera, which give an insight
into the process of his giant-
sized, child-centred imagination.
T was a dream-blowing giant ...
I is scuddling away to other
places to blow dreams into the
bedrooms of sleeping children.'
says the BFG - Dahl could
equally well have been talking
about himself.

Goodnight Mr Tom

Michelle Magorian, Puffin
Modern Classics, 0 14 037233 4,
£5.99 pbk, Puffin, 0 14 031541 1,
£4.99 pbk
Within a story, and without in
any way being an 'issues' book,
this not-to-be-missed novel
explores a wide range of
problems amid an amazing
welter of emotions. This is
particularly important and
striking because the emotions
relate to a boy and a man.
Evacuee Will is able to put his
tragic background behind him
and his resulting low self esteem
is given room to grow under

A seasonal illustration by Chris
Riddell from The Swan's Stories.

Tom's gruff but kind nurture.
Meanwhile, Tom's own
unhappiness and emotional
frustration is at least partially
abated by the happiness he gets
from Will's adjustment. And that
is just for starters. Death,
burgeoning romance and all the
trappings of a successful World
War 2 novel are thrown in for
good measure.

Clockwork or All Wound Up

Philip Pullman, Doubleday,
0 385 40755 6, £9.99 hbk, Corgi,
0 440 86343 0, £3.99 pbk
For the sheer energy of the
writing, the surprises it springs
and the chilling feeling you are
left with, Clockwork is a book to
savour. In fact, it is impossible
not to savour it since it sticks so
indelibly in the memory. Told as
a story within a story, mirroring

the mechanism of the clockwork
of the title, both stories move
along at a breakneck speed,
hurtling the reader towards the
grim ending.

Oxford Children's
Encyclopedia
Nine-volume boxed set
illustrated in full colour,
0 19910173 6, £150 (also
available on CD-Rom,
0 19 268340 3, £51.06 plus
£8.93 VAT)
Earlier this year, Oxford
launched a completely
revamped edition of their nine-
volume Children's
Encyclopedia. The result is a
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wonderful treasurehouse of
knowledge which would be an
asset to any child and make a
wonderful present. By no means
cheap, it is worth the investment
- it is surprisingly compact and
endlessly informative. The
Encyclopedia is arranged
predominantly in an A-Z format
- sensibly, there is a separate

biography volume — and every
major topic, from aborigines to
zoos, is introduced with a clearly
written article. Moreover, it is
attractive enough to encourage
browsing as well as serious
reference. I wish I had had one.

Stephen Biesty's Cross-Sections
Man-of-War
Stephen Biesty, Dorling
Kindersley, 0 7513 5045 1,
£12.00 hbk
Biesty has a remarkable ability
to create illustrations that you
actually want to linger over -
whether you are a child or an
adult. They are always full of
the fascinating detail that draws
a child's eye, and he has a way
of presenting subjects in a view
that is often so original that it is
genuinely exciting. His first
great success was Incredible
Cross-Sections, but this
handsome, large format book
focuses his talent to create an
extraordinarily fascinating view
of an 18th-century warship and
what life was like for its crew. •

WFkJF&

'Where art thou. Mother Christmas?
I only wish I knew
Why Father should get all the praise
And no-one mentions you.'
- a seasonal postscript from The
Roald Dahl Treasury .

E G Y P T I A N

MUMMIED Wrap
>• A POP I I P ROOK V-'

up a
Teat for
iomeone

this
hristmas Little Bear's

> Christmas
.Norbert Land a

Uiu<>tT; i r< ' ( l by Marli.s Scharff-Kniemeyer

ISBN: 0 7475 3592 2
' • .: No

B L O O M S B U R y

C H I L D R E N ' S

BOOKS

ISBN: 0 7475 3767 4
Price: £10.99 h/b Get

Contact your usual supplier, or telephone Exel Logistics - Tel: 01634 297123, Fax 01634298 000
http:/ / www.bloomsbury.com
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Publ ish ing
Pro f i l es N o . 6 :

The Rights
Director
Why are co-editions such an
important part of children's book
publishing, and how do they
come about? And what happens
at international book fairs?

Liz Attenborough investigates.

To find out more about rights
selling, I spoke to Melissa Tombling,
Children's Rights Director at
HarperCollins.

What is the function of
a Rights Department?
I met Melissa a couple of days after she had returned from a trip to Japan,
and asked if she could give me a definition of her job. 'It is really to
maximise sales opportunities outside the UK trade. Anything that isn't a
trade sale counts as a subsidiary rights sale. There are two ways of selling
those rights, that fundamental right to publish, and we do it either
through granting a licence to someone else to print books or use the
material, or through providing physical copies.' How many books are we
talking about? 'HarperCollins publish around 300 new children's titles
each year, of which around 50 or 60 will come with a package of rights
that we can sell. We always try to get all rights for picture books and
illustrated non-fiction as we sometimes need to organise international
co-editions to make our own printings work financially and keep the UK
published price down. And of course our work doesn't finish when a
book is first published but goes on throughout a book's life.'

Those co-editlons
explalned
Melissa explained the need to build a book's printing numbers with
editions for other countries in order to help make the costs work for the
original UK edition. 'One of the main reasons to increase the run is to get
the unit cost down for our own edition, but it is important, too, to get big
print runs to attract and keep authors and illustrators - they judge
success by how many languages their book is sold in.' A recent success
for Melissa is this autumn's Aunty Dot's Incredible Adventure Atlas,
which has nine co-editions and a total worldwide print run of close to
100,000 copies.

The importance of co-editions to picture book production means that
Melissa will be in on the decision-making process, giving her opinion on
often scant material as to whether there are likely to be any overseas
sales. 'It's a delicate balance. We can be influential as to how a project
develops, pointing out things that would inhibit big sales in the USA, for
example. If a double decker red bus is essential to the plot, you have to
accept that overseas sales might be limited. If such things are only
incidental it is better to change them at the outset. Coloured lettering,
too, just adds too much to the expense to enable co-edition partners to

Melissa Tombling

join in, so it's best avoided.' But there are exceptions that transcend these
constrictions. 'Brambly Hedge is a huge success in Japan,' Melissa says,
pointing to Japanese editions piled high on her shelves, 'as it represents a
way of life they don't have and they like it.'

The se l l i ng begins
At the time of the acquisition of a title, we have to commit to some
numbers we think we can do, just as the UK sales department has to
commit. This can be 18 months/2 years before a book is published. We
usually work from colour proofs of picture books, or detailed rough
dummies for non-fiction, but we will show something earlier in a rougher

Illustration from the Polish edition of Aunty Dot's Incredible Adventure
Atlas which has sold nearly 100,000 copies in nine languages.
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form if it's the next one in a series or if it's something special. We've been
showing just two early pieces of Christian Birmingham's brilliant new
work for The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe because it won't be in
proof form until next spring, for publication next autumn.'

Melissa explained the even more vital role the rights department has in
the sale of non-fiction. 'The up-front investment on non-fiction can be
ten or twelve times higher than on a picture book, so we're looking for
serious financial commitment earlier to make the projects work at all. It's
a more complex operation, with different space needed for different
languages to fit around the integrated text and pictures, so rights,
production and editorial have to work very closely together.' Selling
fiction, on the other hand, has a different set of circumstances again. 'We
sell rights, not copies, and that usually happens after our edition is
published. Not everyone wants to use our line drawings, though we do
have some very popular series like Ian Whybrow's Little Wolf books,
where Tony Ross's illustrations have added to the huge success in six or
seven other languages.'

Tr ips abroad
Melissa has four people working with her, and two of her colleagues join
her in going on four selling trips each around the world, as well as selling
at the two major international book fairs each year - Bologna in April and
Frankfurt in October. 'We plan our trips to be just before or just after the
fairs, so we have two really busy parts of the year, and of course masses of
telephone and faxing work to be done in between.' Melissa sells to the UK
book clubs, to Japan, the Far East, Italy and Holland. 'It's a strange mix,
but it's just the way it turned out. One colleague sells to the USA, France,
Spain, Portugal, Latin America, and another looks after Germany,
Scandinavia and Eastern Europe. Like the UK, all markets are changing
all the time so it's important to keep up with the territories you're selling
to, and visiting the countries means you can visit your contacts in their
own environment, meet their colleagues and visit bookshops to give
yourself more of an understanding of their market conditions. Selling at
book fairs is incredibly pressured, with appointments only lasting half an
hour, so it's vital to have that extra time visiting people in their offices.'

Sel l ing UK rights
I asked Melissa about the UK market - what about selling rights to TV
companies? At HarperCollins all television and merchandising sales are
handled by a separate, dedicated department. In the UK we have very
strong and important sales to school and home book clubs and book fairs
to deal with, too. We do four or six major presentations a year, and send
submissions weekly. We have all the new books to sell to clubs, not just
the books we're getting co-editions for, and covers play an even more
crucial part when the book is being sold off the page. However good the
inside might be, it's the cover that has to sell the book.'

What s k i l l s are needed?
I asked Melissa if it was important to speak languages in her job, and she
thinks it essential. She speaks French and Japanese. 'You can get to know
people so much better if you speak their language, and it is polite, too. If
you don't understand the language you miss out on the discussion going
on around the table, which can be crucial.'

But there are other skills needed too. 'Marketing is one of the key skills,
working out how best to sell your project to maximum effect. And
alongside the selling there has to be negotiating, and a huge amount of
detailed administration to follow through. Contracts are raised in our
department, but signed off by the legal department.' Melissa highlights a
need to think quickly on your feet, too. 'At book fairs you have to switch
moods and styles at half hourly intervals, meeting someone from Brazil,
then someone from Holland, and then switch gear to speak to someone
from Japan. You have to remember details about past deals, future plans,
and be sensitive to the character of the person you are talking to, whom
you may have known for years or have only just met.'

The route to the top
I asked Melissa how she had reached her current position, and she told
me about her busy career so far. 'I worked for Book Club Associates on
stock promotions, and through contacts I had made there I got a job at
Reed Children's Books where I was selling books to book clubs. Then I
moved to Japan for a year with my husband and did freelance work for

The Japanese edition of Winter Story in the Brambly Hedge series
which in Japan is mainly bought by young women of 15-30.
Worldwide the series has sold 4 million copies since 1980.

Kodansha publishers, where I did a combination of marketing and rights
work. When we came back I worked for a children's non-fiction packaging
company, selling rights, but when that went into receivership I did
marketing and sales support work for an academic publisher. In 1994 I
joined HarperCollins as Children's Rights Manager and have always sold
to bookclubs whilst having a changing range of overseas territories to sell
to. In June this year I was made Rights Director.'

The worst and best bits
Melissa says the worst bit of her job is when everyone in the company is
wildly enthusiastic about a project, including her, but she just cannot
make an overseas sale. 'And it's just as bad if you've only got one country
interested, but four or five publishers in that country are fighting over it
- you can only sell it to one of them.' But she says she loves having a
worldwide perspective on publishing. 'Being involved in overseas
markets is always interesting, and when a project all comes together well
and it's a success for the company, the author and illustrator and the
overseas publishers then I can feel enormously satisfied.'

And what of the future? Melissa is having a baby in January, so is
frantically planning things to get her department ready to cope with her
maternity leave. Plenty of time to think of the future once her own new
reader is born, but there is always a challenge waiting. Although Nick
Butterworth's Percy books have sold all over the world, he's still waiting
for the right publisher in America. I'd really like to crack that one.' •

Liz Attenborough was formerly Children's Publisher at Penguin Books. She now
works as a children's book consultant.
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THE
HISTORY

OF

BOOKS

'Here is Edward Bear,
coming downstairs
now, bump, bump,
bump, on the back of
his head, behind
Christopher Robin.'
Illustration by
E H Shepard from
A A Milne's
Winnie-the-Pooh. /

~^"\7"7orld War I ended in 1918, and the history of the next 21 years
\ I can be seen with hindsight as being largely that of the brewing-
T T up of World War II. Socially, in the West, there was a good deal

of marking time; the Edwardian age, never as golden as it was painted, had
gone, and no new one had dawned. The most striking developments were
in travel and communication. The world was shrinking as movement
around it grew easier; cinema and radio were becoming universal, and
television emerged as a new phenomenon at the end of the period.

Children's books were slow to react to these or any other changes. The 1920s
were on the whole a dreary time, though with flashes of brilliance. The
number of children's books increased, but the rise was largely in 'rewards'
and budget books, in insipid stories for younger children, and in old-
fashioned school and adventure novels for older readers. Comics multiplied
but were equally uninspiring.

Fantasy titles
Oddly, the most interesting of early post-war books was inspired by
reflection on the part played in the war by horses. Hugh Lofting, who had
served in the trenches, observed that 'if we made animals take the same
chances we did ourselves, why did we not give them similar attention when
wounded? But obviously to develop horse-surgery ... would necessitate a
knowledge of horse language.' From this notion arose in 1922 The Story of
Doctor Dolittle, about the benevolent G.P. who learns to speak animal
languages and collects around him a group of animal friends, including
Chee-Chee the monkey, Polynesia the parrot, and the Pushmi-Pullyu with
a head at each end.

In what became a series of a dozen books, the Doctor's adventures ranged
far and wide. In recent times Lofting has been in trouble for offensive
portrayals of such characters as Prince Bumpo, who is black but longs to be
white, and King Koko, usually either sucking a lollipop or using one as a

Between
Two Wars
After the shock of the First World War with its
appalling losses, there was a great expansion in the
number of books for children printed but little regard
for quality. John Rowe Townsend explains.

quizzing-glass. Lofting was in fact a sincere internationalist whose idea of
humour unluckily failed to keep pace with his principles. It is not easy to
escape the insensitivities of one's day. (We do not know what our own
insensitivities may turn out to be in the eyes of the future.)

Humanised Toys
The great and lasting successes of the 1920s were A A Milne's Winnie-the-
Pooh in 1926 and The House at Pooh Corner (1928), together with the
Christopher Robin verses, When We Were Very Young in 1924 and Now
We Are Six in 1927. Milne's characters, like those in Alice and The Wind
in the Willows, have planted themselves firmly in the national
consciousness. Pooh, the Bear of Very Little Brain, Eeyore, the gloomy old
donkey, and the rest are of course humanised toys rather than humanised
animals, and Christopher Robin, who always knows what to do, stands in
the adult-to-child relationship that children find agreeable in their own
relationship with toys or dolls. Milne in his turn has come in for criticism,
with Christopher Robin seen as a middle-class wimp. But his world was
what it was, and, internally at least, the Hundred Acre Wood is a classless
society.

Magic and Adventure
In striking contrast to this innocuous world was that of John Masefield,
whose The Midnight Folk in 1927 was a wide-ranging quest for treasure -
a fierce and fast-paced combination of fantasy with high adventure. A
sequel, The Box of Delights, followed in 1935. Among other fantasies of
the inter-war period still remembered are Margery Williams Bianco's The
Velveteen Rabbit (1922), Alison Uttley's A Traveller in Time (1939) and P
L Travers's books about Mary-Poppins, the nursemaid with the magical
powers who was created in 1934 and was powerfully rejuvenated years later
in a hugely successful film version.

The Peace-Loving Hobbit
The story of Bilbo Baggins, the reluctant hero of The Hobbit (1937), who
defeats the dragon Smaug and returns triumphantly home, is an archetypal
quest story with complex origins in what its author, J R R Tolkien, called
the 'perilous realm of faerie'. Hobbits, those small sturdy people with brown
curly hair on the soles of their feet, were a brilliant original creation of
Tolkien's own. The Hobbit is undeniably a children's book, but in
conjunction with its later companions on the adult list which made up The
Lord of the Rings, acclaimed by a vote of bookshop users as the great work
of the century, it must rank among the major fantasies of its age.

Historical Fiction
British historical fiction in the nineteenth century had tended to be a sub-
branch of the adventure story, decked out with swash-and-buckle and
gadzookery, and offering a romantic rather than realistic view of the past.
The innovator in stripping out these ornamentations was Geoffrey Trease,
then a very young writer, with his vigorous if naive radical novel, Bows
Against the Barons (1934). Debunking 'Merrie England', this presented
Robin Hood as a popular hero, leading the people against their oppressors.
It was followed in the same year by the equally fervent Comrades for the
Charter, but by 1938 Trease had, as he put it himself, 'got the propagandist
urge out of his system'.

'Real' Children
Realistic fiction of the let's-face-it kind had been plentiful in late Victorian
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Illustration by
Eve Garnett
from her The
Family from
One End
Street.

Lily Rose sat down on a pile of airing sheets and wept!

years, but with the passage of time had sunk under the weight of its own
moralising. Between the wars, children's books did not engage much with
uncomfortable realities. Where contemporary life was portrayed, it was the
contemporary life of the better-off, and as a rule detached from serious
issues; it was fiction written for middle-class children by middle-class adults.
Within these limits, the most sustained achievement was that of Arthur
Ransome, with his twelve Swallows and Amazons books, the first of which
was published in 1930. They are mainly set in the Lake District or East
Anglia, and are about practical children engaged in healthy outdoor
activities. The author's knowledgeable descriptions of such pursuits are
among the strengths of the books for the many who have loved them over
the years. Emotional stress and the deeper waters of family life are not
explored. Parents stay discreetly in the background.

Richmal Crompton's William books, beginning with Just — William in
1922, were equally middle-class but not nearly so realistic. The exploits of
the unruly protagonist, a perennial eleven-year-old, tended to become ever
more unlikely, but William's fine line in defiant eloquence and habit of
escaping from all kinds of scrapes and scoring over the adults in the process
encouraged identification and made him vastly popular among young
readers, if not among the literati. And it was between the wars that Enid
Blyton began to spin her endless line of undemanding stories, written with
an unerring gift for achieving instant appeal. Blyton's books have often been
dismissed or condemned by critics, and kept from library shelves; but in the
current centenary year there has been a bacldash in her favour. At the risk of
being charged with elitism, I have to say that in my view her books are
worthless; they have a place in the history of children's reading but not in
that of literature. I would not ban them, however. Their best defence is that
they have often been credited with making readers of children who
responded to little else.

Eve Garnett's The Family from One End Street in 1937 featured Jo
Ruggles, the Dustman (capital D), his wife Rosie, the Washerwoman
(capital W) and their seven children. They live in a little urban terrace
house, and the book tells of various homely episodes in their lives. The point
of view is from outside and above, and Eve Garnett has been charged with
condescension and sentimentality, but The Family from One End Street
has a warmth that has made it loved by more than one generation.

Children's Poetry
Poetry for children was dominated by Walter de la Mare, who published
several collections in the inter-war years and whose Collected Rhymes and
Verses appeared in 1944. De la Mare was a brilliant technician with an
outstandingly fine ear; he could recapture the childlike vision, and he could
at need be robust or humorous. His friend and contemporary Eleanor
Farjeon wrote many books of verse — accomplished, playful, sensitive and
perceptive — but in the end her talent seems rather frail. Whether T S Eliot's
Old Possum's Book of Practical Cats (1939) is to be regarded as a children's
book I am not sure and do not much care. My own children loved it — with
special affection for Skimbleshanks the Railway Cat and the villainous
Macavity - long before it gave rise to a famous musical.

Illustration by
Thomas Henry
from Richmal
Crompton's Just -
William.

WILLIAM FELT THE FIRST DART OF THE LITTLE BLIND
GOD. HE BLUSHED AND SIMPEEED.

Eminent Illustrators
The inter-war years were a thin time for art in British children's books.
William Nicholson produced two brilliant but now almost-forgotten
picture books in Clever Bill (1926) and The Pirate Twins (1929). E H
Shepard memorably illustrated a new edition in 1931 of The Wind in the
Willows as well as the Christopher Robin books; Arthur Rackham was
active as an illustrator all through the period; in 1938 Kathleen Hale began
her long series of books about Orlando the Marmalade Cat. And in 1936
Edward Ardizzone, a distinguished illustrator soon to be renowned as a war
artist, produced the first of a famous series of picture-story books with Little
Tim and the Brave Sea Captain. H

'Cinderella ran as she
had never run before.'
Silhouette illustration
by Arthur Rackham
from his Cinderella.

John Rowe Townsend has been writing, and writing about, books for children
and young people for many years. Three of his books — Gamble's Yard, The
Intruder and Noah's Castle - have been serialised on television. His history of
English-language children's literature, Written for Children, published by The
Bodley Head at £9.99, is in its sixth and, he says, final edition.

In the next article in this series, John Rowe Townsend
looks at children's publishing in the decades following
World War II.
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Authorgraph
No.107 Mick Inkpen interviewed

by Stephanie Nettell

I t is more than five years now since Jasper's Beanstalk, the
last collaboration between authors/illustrators Mick Inkpen
and Nick Butterworth and they have got over that slight
prickliness about their separate identities when the world

persisted in seeing only a Siamese Mick-Nick. Nick was featured
in Books for Keeps Authorgraph No. 92; now it is Mick's turn.
Mick and Nick's personalities are indeed quite different (you get
no bravura performance of anecdote and family lore when you
talk to Inkpen), but they can't escape the amazing coincidence
that from the same small community emerged two worldwide
bestselling artists and writers, in exactly the same field of picture
books, TV animation and merchandise. Why, even Nick's wife,
Annette, had once been an early girlfriend of Mick's. Tedious
though it is for them, filling in the background of one reveals the
background of the other.
Which was Romford, where Inkpen was born at the end of 1952,
and which he didn't leave until five years ago when success
brought his family to the Constable country beyond Colchester
(psst! - about twelve minutes from the ex-pat Butterworths).
Now a handsome patio outside their sitting room looks down the
sweeping garden to a church-centred view of woods and village
roofs.
Mick grew up in a Very suburban estate with white concrete
roads all named after Scottish rivers'. His father managed the last
of the manual Sainsbury's stores, 'the ones with the mahogany
and bow-fronted windows, and the ceramic tiles specially
commissioned by the company. They were beautiful: I had no
idea then, but they were the first company to purpose-design an
entire shop at a time when people used to sell provisions more or

less from their front room. He moved on to managing
warehouses, which didn't have the same attractions.' Mick was
sandwiched between a brother two years older and a sister three
years younger, and they have all followed loosely 'artistic' careers.
English and Art marched side by side in Mick's affections
throughout the Royal Liberty School, an old-fashioned grammar
that assumed most of its pupils would go to university, and where
Nick Butterworth had preceded him seven years earlier. Unlike
Nick, who left with nothing but a dream of art school, Mick left
with O and A levels, an S-level distinction in English and an entry
to Cambridge, but no real sense of direction. He had known Nick
from a church youth group since he was 14, and in his year out ('I
was pretty immature for my age') he temporarily joined the
graphic design studio Nick and a couple of schoolfriends had set
up, had a boisterously enjoyable time as 'the lad' and dumped
the idea of Cambridge.
Before they each went solo in 1986, their years together, in the
studio and after, were to produce about 30 titles, as well as
Gordon Eraser cards, reading schemes for Nelson, the Upney
Junction mice - originally for a Sunday Express strip - and even
a fraught 18 months with Steve the Punk on TV AM's Rub-a-Dub-
Tub, when they suddenly discovered how strong and prolific a
storyteller Inkpen could be.
'That period was marvellous for learning all the stuff that usually
takes so long: Nick was an extremely good teacher - I'd choose
that informal teaching over a college course every time - and I
think I'm a good learner. It was an enriching process and long
enough for me to develop graphic skills in the real world, though
at first I wasn't really earning- we were hopeless at business and
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often there simply wasn't any money.' How did his parents react
to his rejecting Cambridge? 'They put no pressure on me at all,
and if they were upset they never showed it. I know how /would
feel if it were my kids/ (and Simon, whose drum-kit dominates
the room across the hall, is approaching that stage), 'not about
missing the academic achievement, but the broadening
experience it would have been. Having been born in suburbia I
thought everyone lived in suburbia: I had a blinkered view of the
world and it's taken me that much longer to learn things. It would
have been confidence-building, too.'
His parents' sang froid was tested to the extreme when at 21 he
married Deborah, his sister's exceedingly pretty 19-year-old
schoolfriend, because it was part of a four-month period when
all three Inkpen children married and left home.
'Undemonstrative though they are, it was fairly traumatic for
them!' Today Debbie's watercolour flower portraits hang round
the house and her own first picture book is due from Hodder,
while 14-year-old Chloe may well outshine both parents.
'She's more observant than the rest of the family, including me:
from a small child she's had the ability to draw characters very
simply, so people respond to a sympathetic quality with a wry
smile underneath (like me, I suppose), and though I wouldn't
push her into the field she could do something similar. She has
that objectivity to find young children funny - cute, in a
hideously overused term. There's such a fine line between cute
and sentimental, that meal ticket of big eyes, with a knee-jerk,
Pavlov-dog response - I sometimes worry, "I hope that's not the
only response I'm getting from my books!"
It was essential for me to have been ,4 ^fe^_
grounded by being a parent, experiencing
the blood and guts of real life that
disabuses you of any romanticising of
children.
T find it fairly easy to visually create
characters that people find sympathetically
real: much better draughtsmen than me
can't do it, and I suppose you always
underestimate what you don't find difficult.
If you asked me to do a helicopter's-eye view
of the village, I couldn't, though others could
dash off a very decent drawing. To be honest,
it doesn't interest me so I've never tried.
Some are born with that talent and can be
idiots in other areas -just that one bit of their
brains works beautifully. I've tended to
expand my repertoire by doing what I can
do.' To Mick, photographic realism feels
dead; he prefers the lively impressionism of
the dots-for-eyes school of Birmingham and
Ahlberg.
'I actually like the writing process more than the illustrating,
because there's less craft between you and the idea. You put the
words down and there's the reality on the page. That's more
stimulating: I rather resent the process of getting the tracing
paper out, doing the rough, getting another piece of tracing
paper, improving the drawing, deciding where it is on the page,
modifying it, putting it on the watercolour paper ...'
But everyone says how hard it is to write for little ones with only
a few words? He laughs. 'That's a Big Lie really. Provided you
accept that no writing is actually easy, writing for children has got
to be easier than other forms because we've all been kids. It's a
matter of clearing away the debris and getting down to it.'
Perhaps, as both the artist and writer, he has no need to be
defensive. 'Well, people do mistake simplicity for lack of
substance; it's not easy to be simple, but implying it's the hardest
thing in the world is a gross exaggeration!' His attempts at longer
fiction remain unfinished: I hope he and his publishers were not
daunted by the initial problems Nothing faced in the States, for it
remains his most subtle and adventurous book, a delicate
reworking of the discarded-toy theme.
Ideas arrive both visually and in words. Threadbear, which won
the 1991 Children's Book Award, began in the middle with the
image that was eventually its cover (bear pegged to washing line)
and worked backwards and forwards through the story. The Blue
Balloon was treated almost coldly like a project, based on

Inkpen's own affection for balloons as wonderful graphic objects
with an endless list of properties. Although he commends
Hodder for never laying marketing restrictions on him, he
actually enjoys the discipline of the commercial world and even
finds it liberating. 'It's like a limited palate - you can get a good
effect with a few colours - and after all there's no point producing
books no one's going to read. And childhood is a rich seam,

needing and producing so many concrete
references for the writing which are
instantly visual.
'Kipper was always designed to be big on
every page, a self-conscious exercise in
publishing, and to my relief I've got fonder
and fonder of him! Normally it's a new idea
and a blank piece of paper that sparks me
off, but it's easier to market books when
you repeat a character, and he was my
concession. Wibbly Pig followed later, a big
product out of a series of small ones: board
books, the necessity to find a little bit of
development in such a format, suit my
style.' Now Kipper has 13 animated
episodes on ITV, all except Snowy Day
specially written by Inkpen in a year of
ferociously instructive, appalling and
fascinating activity - an experience that
bulldozed his work schedules but opened
up his career, rekindled the sociable
stimulation of his studio days but left him
thankful he usually works alone. Solitary,
but in total control.

Martin Clunes, behaving perfectly as Kipper's voice, also reads
the cassette of Bear, this Christmas's picture book, which in an
ordinary year would have been an earth-shaking event, but
seems comfortingly familiar after the mayhem. So
empathetically childlike are his characters that it is odd to be told
that the humans in Bear are his first since Lullabyhullaballoo;
much more surprising is that Bear is real and not a teddy. Inkpen
takes his fondness for 'interactive books that speak straight out to
the child' to its logical conclusion here, with a pop-out finger that
points Kitchener-Lottery fashion at YOU and demands a (happy,
of course) ending.
So will this crown 1997 for Mick Inkpen? Like Bear, I can assume
the roared-back answer. YES IT WILL! •

Mick Inkpen's books are published by Hodder Children's Books
Nothing, 0 340 64650 0, £10.99 hbk, 0 340 65674 3, £5.99 pbk
Threadbear, 0 340 53129 0, £9.99 hbk, 0 340 57350 3, £4.99 pbk
The Blue Balloon, 0 340 50125 1, £10.99 hbk, 0 340 55884 9, £5.99 pbk
Wibbly Pig (various titles)
Kipper (various titles)
Lullabyhullaballoo, 0 340 58573 0, £8.99 hbk, 0 340 62686 0, £5.99 pbk
Bear, 0 340 69829 2, £9.99 hbk

Stephanie Nettell is a critic, author and journalist on children's books.
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NEWS
The Nation's Favourite

Children's Book
The Nation's Favourite Children's Book poll organised by
Waterstone's and BBC 1's Bookworm programme has been won
by Roald Dahl's Matilda (Cape). More than 10,000 people voted
by phoning the BBC poll or at Waterstone's branches and more
than 1,000 different books were voted for. Nearly every book was
for readers of between 8 and 12 and there was a strong emphasis
on early 20th-century classics. Apart from picture books, the
obvious lacuna was contemporary fiction. Only one title
published after 1990 got into the top 10 - Jacqueline Wilson's
Double Act (Doubleday) which came in at No. 10 after Charlie
and the Chocolate Factory, The BFG, The Hobbit, Winnie-the-
Pooh, James and the Giant Peach, The Witches, The Twits and
George's Marvellous Medicine. In a letter to the Bookseller,
author Alison Prince spoke for many concerned about
contemporary fiction when she wrote: 'publishers are now
following a policy of short print-runs that sell out fast and are not
reissued ..." and 'a classic book is only classic because it can
always be bought. In the plethora of constantly changing,
shortlived output, no new classics can establish themselves.'

Perhaps in part reacting to the findings of the
Waterstone's/Bookworm poll, the popular (and soon to be axed)
Radio 4 children's book programme Treasure Islands has
launched its own poll to discover the nation's favourite modern
children's author. BfK readers, young and old, are invited to add
their nomination. You can vote for any author who has had a
book published in the last 10 years by ringing 0171 765 1174 or
you can E-mail your vote to Treasure.Islands@bbc.co.uk. You
will also find voting forms at most main branch public libraries.
Voting ends on 15 November and the top ten most popular
authors will be announced on the last Treasure Islands
programme to be broadcast on Radio 4 on Wednesday, 17
December at 2.45pm.

End of Walker Own-Brand
at Sainsbury

The giant supermarket Sainsbury has ended its own-brand
arrangement with Walker Books and is thought to be cutting back its
children's range. Walker had more than 100 Sainsbury's titles on an
annual basis. Eight staff from various departments have been made
redundant at Walker following the loss of this account.

Book Clubs Merge
Scholastic and Red House Book Clubs have merged with the
dropping of the Scholastic name. As predicted in BfK 103, the
chances for publishers other than Scholastic to have titles listed
have diminished. While the number of books included in the new
Red House School Book Club catalogues will rise from around 1,680
to 1,920, the slots available to other publishers will remain the same.
The number of Scholastic titles on offer could be double the number
previously offered through the Scholastic club.

PEOPLE
Happy birthday to Charles Causley
who is 80 this year. The much loved
poet, whose work is informed by
traditional songs and ballads, is a
household name to three
generations of school children. His
Collected Poems 1951-1997 has just
been published by Macmillan.

loanna Carey, the Guardian's
children's books
editor, is stepping
down after five
years' highly crea-
tive service. She is
handing over to
lulia Eccleshare,
formerly child-
ren's book corres-
pondent for the
Bookseller and a
frequent contri-
butor to BfK.
loanna will continue to contribute
occasional reviews and pieces on
children's books to Education
Guardian as well as pursuing her own
illustrating and writing career.

In a surprise move, Lindsey Fraser
has resigned from her post as
Executive Director, Book Trust
Scotland. What ever next? Watch this
space...

I
ECCLESHARE

Grace Kempster, Chief Librarian of
Leeds, has been appointed Head of
Libraries, Heritage, Arts and Culture
for Essex.

Rachel Hickman has been
appointed Marketing Director at
Element Books for Children. She was
formerly Senior Marketing Manager,
Children's Books at HarperCollins.
Incidentally, following yet another
reorganisation, HarperCollins child-
ren's marketing and publicity
department is now part of a
collective group marketing and
publicity department rather than
integrated within the children's
division. Can this be good news for
its children's list?

Diana Olivant has been appointed
Marketing Director at Ladybird
Books. She was formerly Business
Development Manager at Sara Lee
Knit Products.

Rona Selby, Head of Children's
Publishing at the BBC (the list
includes tie-in publishing for
Noddy, Pingu, Wallace and Gromit
and Teletubbies), has been made
redundant following an 'internal
reorganisation'.

Contributors: BfK team, Keith
Barker. Submissions welcome.

PUBLICATIONS
Practical Ways to Teach Reading for
Information (Reading and Language
Information Centre, 0 7049 1069 1) by
David Wray and Maureen Lewis outlines
a series of useful teaching strategies
which teachers may use to help children
read information or non-fiction texts.
£4.50 inc. postage from the Reading and
Language Information Centre, The
University of Reading, Bulmershe Court,
Barley, Reading RG6 1HY.

Radical Reading 2 is a zappy full colour
leaflet aimed directly at 11-15-year-olds
to encourage them to read and enjoy
books. It comes with a RR2 resource
pack which includes a complete
bibliography and order form,
suggestions for development
work etc. 50 copies cost £5 plus
£3.50 p&p. Check prices for larger
orders. From Book Trust
Scotland, The Scottish Book
Centre, 137 Dundee Street,
Edinburgh EH11 1BG.

Managing the Internet in the
School Library by Elspeth Scott
(0 900641 81 9) and Managing
Behaviour in the Secondary
School Library by Claire Drury
(0 900641 83 5) are the latest
guidelines from The School
Library Association. £5 each (£4 ~
to SLA members) inc. p&p from The School Library Association, Liden
Library, Barrington Close, Liden, Swindon SN3 6HF.
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BEST SELLER CHART

Books for
Students

IP 10 NON-FICTION

January to October 1997
1 Create Your Own Cartoon Stickers, Henderson

2 Horrible Histories: The Terrible Tudors, Terry Deary, Hippo

3 Horrible Histories: The Groovy Greeks, Terry Deary, Hippo

4 Horrible Histories: The Awesome Egyptians, Terry Deary, Hippo

5 Horrible Histories: The Vile Victorians, Terry Deary, Hippo

6 Horrible Histories: The Rotten Romans, Terry Deary, Hippo

7 Funfax Organiser, Henderson

8 Where's Wally? Simply Sensational Activity Book, Walker

9 Spy File, Henderson

10 Horrible Histories: The Blitzed Bits, Terry Deary, Hippo

Deary's Horrible Histories continue to go from strength to strength while
Henderson's activity packs and interactive data files (ring binders with
section dividers, storage for Funfax books, stickers, etc.) vie in the
popularity stakes. In both cases, the emphasis is on jokes and fun as well
as information.

This listing has been specially compiled for BfK by Books for Students
from their sales data. Books for Students Ltd is a major specialist supply
company to schools and libraries.

PRIZES

The Eleanor Farjeon Award
The Eleanor Farjeon Award has
been awarded to poet, author and
broadcaster, Michael Rosen. It is
awarded annually by the
Children's Book Circle for an
outstanding contribution to the
world of children's books. Co-chair
of the CBC committee, Anne
Marley, said: 'Michael has long
been a champion of children's
books and we are delighted that
this has been recognised by our
members.'

The 1997 Nottinghamshire
Children's Book Award
Jointly organised by
Nottinghamshire Libraries and
Dillons, the 0-7 age group for this
annual award was won by I Don't
Want to Go to Bed by Julie Sykes
and Tim Warnes (Magi Books)
and the 8-12 age group was won
by Tony Mitton's Royal Raps
(Orchard Books). Shortlists of
eight titles in each category were
voted on by local schoolchildren.

Young Telegraph/Fully
Booked Book Award
The Ghost Dog by Pete Johnson
(Corgi Yearling) is the winner of
the Young Telegraph/Fully Booked
Book Award which aims to find the
best children's paperback
published in the last twelve
months.

TSB Birmingham Children's
Book Awards 1997
The 7-11 age category for this
award was won by Goosebumps -
The Wailing Special by R L Stine
(Hippo) and the 12-16 age
category by Gudrun Pausewang's
The Final Journey (Puffin).
Chosen and judged entirely by
children from Birmingham
schools, the choice of Pausewang's
powerful novel about the
Holocaust is doubly interesting as
it is a book in translation.

The Kurt Maschler Award
Titles shortlisted for this year's
award (the winner is announced
on 16 December) are The Swan's
Stories retold by Brian Alderson
and illustrated by Chris Riddell
(Walker), The Sorcerer's
Apprentice by Ted Dewan
(Doubleday), Walk with a Wolf by
Janni Howker and illustrated by
Sarah Fox-Davies (Walker), Thud!
by Nick Butterworth (Collins),
Lady Muck by William Mayne and
illustrated by Jonathan Heale
(Heinemann) and Ginger by
CharlotteVoake (Walker).

Obituaries
Roy Gerrard (1935-1997)

Chris Kloet writes:
Roy Gerrard, artist and children's book creator,
who lived in Buxton, Derbyshire, died on 5
August while cycling in the Cheshire
countryside. Born in Atherton, Lancashire, he
attended Salford School of Art and began
painting his tradesmark small, intricate (in his
words 'remorselessly whimsical') watercolours
after a climbing accident in 1972. His painting
became obsessive and he later admitted wryly:
'my contact with the real world seems to be
rather fleeting ... I spend most of my time deep

in my own
imagination ...' In 1979 he gave
up painting to teach full time,
exhibiting at the Royal Academy
and in galleries in Britain and
America. Roy Gerrard's twelve,
inimitable picture books were
published by Victor Gollancz and
his exquisitely detailed pictures
and droll, jaunty verse won him a
wide audience, particularly in
America. His last book, The
Roman Twins, will be published
in 1998 by Hamish Hamilton.
Left, 'Wulfus the Unwashed
One' from Roy Gerrard's The
Roman Twins

Faith Jaques (1923-1997)
The illustrator, Faith Jaques, who died on 23 July,
had strong views on both the role and the
importance of illustration. She believed that in
fiction the words mattered most and her job was
to catch 'the mood and flavour' of the text.
Particularly memorable are her empathetic
illustrations to Nina Bawden's Carrie's War and to
the first English edition of Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory. Her pen and ink drawings are
easily recognisable for their closely worked linear
style and characteristic treatment of facial detail.
Towards the
end of her
career, she

illustrated her own picture books
about Tilly the doll and The
Orchard Book of Nursery
Rhymes which is recently
reissued in a gift edition. Jaques
was a leading figure in campaigns
to ensure that artists are included
alongside authors in royalty
agreements and have continuing
rights in their artwork. She was
also involved in negotiating the
inclusion of illustrators in the
campaign to establish Public
Lending Right.

The Orchard Book of

NURSERY
RHYMES

The Threshold Prize
Based on a similar venture started
in Northern Ireland in 1987, The
Threshold Prize aims to encourage
creative writing by children. In a
pilot scheme in Somerset, eleven
primary schools participated in a
programme of writers' workshops
for children and teachers. A
collection of the award-winning
poems and stories has been
published. The Trustees of the
Prize are keen to hear from
organisations in the UK carrying
out similar work. Write c/o Pynes
Farm House, Pitney, Langport,
Somerset TA109AG.

The Federation of Children's Book
Groups 30th Annual Conference,
'Books for Ever...', will take place at the Ripon
Campus of The University of Ripon & York St.
John on the weekend of 17-19 April 1998. The
Conference is open to parents and interested
individuals, as well as those who have a
professional link with children's books. The
authors and illustrators speaking or giving
seminars include Joan Aiken, Jez Alborough,
Quentin Blake, Val Bierman, Ann Coburn, Helen
Cresswell, Julia Jarman, George Layton, Michela
Morgan, Sue Neale, Philippa Pearce, Gervase
Phinn, Jane Ray, Kate Thompson and Pat
Thomson. For Programme and Booking Form,
please send an SAE to: FCBG Conference '98, 9
Westroyd, Pudsey, West Yorkshire LS28 8HZ or
telephone 01132 579950 (booking and
information) or 01423 563561 (other enquiries).
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
White
Author/Black
Characters ...
continued
Dear Editor
One of the reactions from
publishers encountered by Jean Ure
(BfK 105) does seem to have
particular relevance, namely, 'what
do you know about black people?'
In Britain, though racism is alive
and kicking in subtle forms, mixed
neighbourhoods are the norm, and
mixed couples and social mixing
generally, are very much on the
increase, which makes it easier for
the white writer, potentially at any
rate, to gain insights into patterns of
black culture, style etc. as a source of
fiction.
There are pitfalls however. Language
for instance can also prove a barrier
and is shot through with subtle
power relations. How familiar will
the white writer be with the speech
patterns within the black
community particularly of black
youth? On what occasions would a
black person use standard English
and when dialect? Even if the white
writer feels confident on this score,
will he/she write from a committed
black perspective? Would he/she
suppress issues of racism for
instance (assuming it cropped up
naturally in the context of the story)
or apply the soft pedal? Will the story
convey false optimism about the
future prospects of black Britons
etc.? Will the black character's
cultural heritage be devalued? (An
example I can think of is the black
characters in EastEnders who seem
to live out their lives in a sort of
cultural vacuum, the scripts denying

them specific cultural differences.)
If the white writer feels secure in
these matters, has a story to tell and
produces convincing fiction, then it
is difficult to see why his/her ethnic
origin should be a barrier. The issue
is essentially one of familiarity with
one's subject matter whether that be
a particular ethnic group or
historical period or geographical
setting etc. In the final analysis even
the black writer when writing about
black life and characters must be
prepared to carry out research, as
language and cultural expressions
are dynamic and under constant
transformation.
Finally, Jean Ure's experience and
her reaction may represent a false
picture. After all there is a
discernible trend for publishers to
use white illustrators for black
books, in preference, it may seem, to
black ones and there is no shortage
of picture books and even teenage
novels featuring black main
characters written by white authors.
To get a true picture one may need
to contemplate the response of
publishers to her book proposal had
she been black. Ultimately it may
boil down to an ambivalent attitude
by publishers to black fiction,
regardless of the writer's ethnicity,
and that may be the issue that needs
to be addressed.
Errol Lloyd
2 Haycroft Gardens, London NW10 3BN

Giving Prominence
to Black Writers
Dear Editor
It is the responsibility of all writers
to represent British society as being
multi-racial and culturally diverse.
However, the real dilemma, in my
view, is this: over the last twenty
years or more, the voices of white

authors have been dominant, and
attempts by African-Caribbean and
Asian writers to present our own
communities have been
marginalized by booksellers,
publishers and critics alike. Multi-
cultural children's books by white
authors such as Bernard Ashley,
Ruth Thomas and Marjorie Darke
have frequently appeared in
bookshops such as W H Smith.
However, finding the work of Black
authors in mainstream bookshops is
far more of a problem; only Malorie
Blackman's novels are consistently
available. In general, books by Black
writers are perceived as being
irrelevant in areas other than those
with high Asian or African-
Caribbean populations. 'We don't
need these books, there are no Black
children here,' is the usual response.
It is important that white writers
should represent a Britain that
nurtures Black children as well as
white. Otherwise, the message is
that white is the norm and other
racial groups are exterior to this and
of secondary status. However, it is
also of vital importance that the
work of Black writers (who have
direct experience of racial issues)
should be given at least the same
prominence as that of their white
counterparts.
Jacqueline Roy
The Department of English and History,
The Manchester Metropolitan University,
Geoffrey Manton Building, Rosamond St
West, Manchester M15 6LL.

The Test is in the
Reading
Dear Editor
Jean Ure writes that editors have
warned her off writing about a black
family. It's worth disentangling the
issues: a writer's freedom of
exploration/expression and the
continued existence of racism in
this society.
My South African fiction is
umbilically linked to my rejection of
the mental as well as physical
segregation imposed by apartheid

and racism. I have deliberately
chosen to explore for myself - and
my readers - experiences of the
child I was not. As a white South
African child I always had two
mothers - one white and one black.
My home was never destroyed by
the state's bulldozers. I was never a
street-child of Jo'burg. For Journey
to Jo'burg I dug the mines of
memory (turning it inside out). For
Chain of Fire I immersed myself in
the equivalent of historical research,
exiled not by time but by a
tyrannical state. For No Turning
Back, I returned freely to research
freely - as writers do. And I was free
to take my final draft back to those
amongst whom it was researched.
As Jean knows, the test of any book
is in the reading. My most rigorous,
vigorous test for Journey to Jo'burg
came when it was unbanned in SA
in 1991 and workshopped by a
group of very articulate young black
South Africans. It survived, their
major comment being that their
workshop should have been taking
place alongside white students. My
hope is they go on to tell and write
their own stories - which leads to
the second issue.
The publishers' final objection to
Jean is that 'Black faces on covers do
not sell books.' I have frequently
been told by librarians in
predominantly white areas that
many white children do not believe
that they will 'naturally' relate to
books with main black characters.
Some European publishers
apparently 'whiten' faces. How do
book buyers choose stock in the
white hinterlands? How many black
book buyers, publishers, editors,
writers, illustrators, etc. are there?
Who can deny the deep recesses of
racism in our public and private
cellars? To cave in to racially-defined
economies of the book-place is a
depressing step into those same old
cellars. To challenge the boundaries
of imagination - one's own and
others - at least marks a search for
other futures.
Beverley Naidoo
13 Huntly Road, Bournemouth BH3 7HF

If your students would like to review their
'good reads', apply to the Editor of BfK. GOOD READ Thanks to Mrs Rimmer, class teacher.

chosen by Year 2 students at Hoole
All Saints Infants School, Cheshire

The Huge Bag of Worries

THE HUGE BAG OF

WORRIES

Virginia Ironside, ill. Frank Rodgers,
Macdonald Young Books, 0 7500 2123 3,
£8.99 hbk, 0 7500 2124 1, £4.99 pbk
This picture book is about a girl called Jenny who
has loads of worries. There are too many worries
for her. The worries are fuzzy, wobbly, fluffy
spooky creatures. She imagines or dreams that
they are in an enormous bag which follows her
everywhere. It grows and grows and the more she
tries to get rid of them the bigger they get. We
think the worries wouldn't go away even if you
put them on a train or a plane or even locked
them in prison and threw the key into the sea and
a shark ate it!
This book is supposed to help people to learn
how to deal with worries, to know how to sort
them out and to talk about them to people. We
thought the book was interesting, funny, brilliant
and fantastic and maybe a little bit scary in
places. It needs to be read with a grown up.

Mrs Rimmer and the young reviewers of class 2.

The illustrations are a little bit
confusing because sometimes they
jump about but they do help because
Frank Rodgers makes the pictures
funny and a bit like a comic. The
worries look like spooky, cuddly,
naughty toys. If you had pictures
which showed what worries really

look like it would be very frightening.
Frank Rodgers makes it so that you are
not panicky when you read the book.
We think this is a very good book
because everyone has worries and it
might help them to sort them out.
This book can be read millions of
times when you are worried. •
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1 REVIEWS Books About Children's Books 1
Writing for Children Writing for Children published of the jones/poiimger)

[i *iiT and I suppose this is inevitable Both.
and getting NON-FICTION **** books contain very similar material
published A T .^ i . 0 ^^,1 i and advice and this, too, is•_ Marearet (,lark, A & (, Klark ., , , T1 . , ', ,M/-MU n/--ri/-Mvi -i__i_ , I T - inevitable. There is only so much to
NON-FICTION *** (second edition), 112pp, hp said nn Slirh a snhjprt. atlri hnth

Alan Frewin Jones and Lesley 0 7136 4622 5, £7.99 pbk books say it.
Pollinger, Hodder & StOUghton, Both these books have the same title However there is a difference in
224pp, 0 340 64738 8, £6.99 pbk (apart from the optimistic 'and getting slant. The Jones/Pollinger book is in

a 'Teach Yourself series. It is set out
in the manner of a textbook, with
exercises to do, and I imagine some
readers might find these useful, as
well as being given a satisfying
feeling that progress is being made.
The chapter on picture books is
particularly good. As I read it I
cringed at the memory that I
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attempted my own first book in this
genre without knowing even the
basics.
As a practical guide this book is
undoubtedly useful. Having said
that, I found its occasionally jokey
tone irritating, and sometimes
wondered who the unnamed
authors and publishers consulted by
Jones/Pollinger were. The quotes, in
italics throughout, are sometimes of
a breathtaking banality:
Oh, and don't forget to post the
package; as one author said to us
'The most useful piece of advice that
anyone gave me was 1. finish the
book and 2. it won't get published
lying in a drawer somewhere.'
I particularly wondered about the
identity of an editor who says, on the

subject of writer's block: 'We're not
exactly dealing with brain surgery
here. It's not that important!'
In Clark's book all sources are named
and by and large she seems to have
consulted better writers. She
examines in detail certain books,
demonstrating how they achieve
their effects, and is particularly good
on Philippa Pearce's The Way to
Sattin Shore and Jan Mark's The
Dead Letter Box.
If I were starting out as a writer I
think I would prefer the Clark book,
because it allows more space. I am
not told to keep a notebook, or have
brainstorming sessions with friends
- neither of which I have ever done
or would dream of doing. This,
however, is a purely personal view,
and may even be coloured by my

having as a teenager borrowed from
the library Teach Yourself Welsh (in
order to feel closer to Dylan Thomas)
and having signally failed to do so. It
is definitely coloured by my feeling
that writing of any kind is a deeply
mysterious process, and not easily
nailed down or subjected to Dos and
Don'ts.
Reading is mysterious, too. Clark
quotes Joan Aiken (who was
doubtless being asked the perennial
silly question 'what age do you write
for?'):
It is impossible to predict what a
child's mind will seize on at any
stage. Their minds are like houses in a
staggered process of building - some
rooms complete with furniture,
others just bare bricks and girders.

My advice to any aspiring writer for
children would be - read both these
books, take from each what you find
useful and benefit from their
valuable practical advice. Then put
them to one side and start writing
the way you want to write. No one
ever wrote a good book by rule, or by
looking over her shoulder.
PS There is no reference in either
book to writing for television. Given
that most children spend more time
watching it than in reading books, it
seems a curious omission. Or are we
saying that prose fiction is per se
more important than drama? If so,
where does that leave Dennis Potter,
let alone William Shakespeare? HC

REVIEWS Under 5s Pre-School/Nursery/lnfant

Noisy Farm Animals

****Steve Lavis, Ragged Bears
'Mix and Match', 16pp,
1 85714 123 7, £7.50 board
Lavis has taken the simple device of
a mix and match book of farmyard
animals which will be loved by
babies through to Reception.
Children flip one part of a flap and
then using the picture clues initially,
can 'read' the animal noises along
the three-part spread. It was great for
helping children grasp concepts of
print, when the illustration was
covered and only the print gave the
clue! The only quibble is the use of
capitals in this context but that in
itself can be a teaching point. The
book is quite expensive but worth
every penny; it is robust and will give
good service in a wide variety of
ways for a long time. JS

Charlie the Chicken

****Nick Denchfield, ill. Ant Parker,
Macmillan, 16pp, 0 333 67955 5,
£5.99 hbk novelty
This bright, funny pop-up book
proved popular with the Reception
class who loved Charlie's sheer
exuberance and delighted in
guessing what part of his anatomy,
thanks to his healthy eating habits,
would be 'great big' next! It is a good
laugh and the twist at the end added
to the fun but like many such novelty
books aimed at younger children it
simply does not survive long in their
hands. Our verdict: great fun,
possibly okay at home as a special
treat! JS

Above, from Noisy Farm Animals.

Peepo! _ _

Janet and Allan Ahlberg,
Viking, 32pp, 0 670 87176 1,
£4.99 board
To be true classics, children's books
need to work on many levels which
Peepo! most certainly does. A baby's
eye view of home life in wartime, this
board book edition is special in so
many ways - it is wonderful to have
such a good book in a more enduring
form which will appeal to babies and
toddlers but will also withstand life
in school as a first history book.
Peepo! also challenges older
children - they initially dismissed it
as a 'baby book' (even more so in this
incarnation) but when they looked
carefully there was a magic moment
when they started to see that the
setting is not contemporary and the
fascination of discovering a whole
new era set in. For me personally this
book also celebrates the life and
work of Janet Ahlberg, of the Ahlberg
family as a whole, for the vignette on
the back brings back the vibrancy
and joy of this special family before
she died. JS

Everyone hide from
Wibbly Pig _

_ *****Mick Inkpen, Hodder, 20pp,
0340681373, £10.99 hbk
novelty
The formula is simple, the execution
brilliant in this lift-the-flap picture
book. Wibbly Pig is counting ...
everyone hide! As each flap is lifted,
Wibbly Pig discovers scruffy pig, pig
ears, spotty pig and the rest of this

ts that Tiny Pig's scarf?
engaging family. The joy, colour and
invention of the book are a pleasure
to share with enquiring early
readers, and it is not difficult to
respond to the final page's clever
invitation to turn back to the
beginning and embark on the pig-
hunt once again.
Hats off, then, to an author/
illustrator who has not let his new
'classic character' get stale. RB

One Bear, One Dog

*****Paul Stickland, Ragged Bears,
32pp, 1 85714 115 6, £7.99 hbk
novelty

Who Says MOO?

****Ruth Young, ill. Lisa Campbell
Ernst, Picture Puffin, 32pp, 0
140501134, £4.99 pbk

Who can tie himself
in knots?

^Who has
stripes?

"Who has
r^SI^S^spots?

With the current focus on the
importance of young children's
awareness of rhyme as an indicator
for reading success it is good to have
picture books which immediately
engage and sustain beginning
readers' interest and at the same
time incorporate a vital reading
'lesson' in an uncontrived,
eminently re-readable way.
One such is One Bear, One Dog,
essentially a minimalist cumulative
(via the pictures) tale told in just 24
words as bear is joined by one dog,
mouse, frog, kitten, goose, monkey,
moose, beetle, bee, tiger and finally
ME! (the reader in the mirror on the
final page). This delightful surprise
as well as the rhyme and the
interaction of the animals conveyed
through movement, expression and
gesture in friendly, expressive
illustrations mean that this book can
be read and re-read.
The same is true of Who Says MOO?
wherein the rhyming text poses the
questions and the answers are
provided by the endearing
watercolour illustrations which
grace each double spread. Again
there is direct reader involvement on
the final spread through the closing
invitation, 'Can you tell me who is
who? Is there someone here like
you?' beneath 24 small, named
pictures of the animals and a line of
children of all colours, shapes and
sizes. JB

Row Your Boat

***Pippa Goodhart, ill. Stephen
Lambert, Heinemann, 32pp, 0
434 97964 3, £9.99 hbk

Row, row, row your boat, gently
down the stream
Merrily, merrily, merrily, merrily,
life is but a dream.

Goodhart has expanded the well
known rhyme to take two young
voyagers across the sea to an exotic
island in this picture book. A frisson
of shock is felt as a lion emerges from
the jungle undergrowth, but all is
well as the sea changes back to a
stream and the island to a pastoral
landscape. Goodhart and Lambert's
gentle words and lambent double
page spreads offer to very young
onlookers adventure and freedom
encapsulated within a dream. VC
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Above, from Row Your Boat (see previous page).

Katie Morag and the
Grand Concert
Bodley Head, 32pp,
0 370 32335 1, £9.99 hbk

Katie Morag Delivers
the Mail
0 09 922072 5

Katie Morag and the
Two Grandmothers

Katie Morag and the
New Pier
0 09 922082 2

Katie Morag and the
Wedding
0 09 946341 5

Main Hedderwick, Red Fox,
32pp, £4.50 each pbk

Oh No, Peedie
Peebles! _

_ ****Main Hedderwick, Red Fox,
32pp, 0 09 920621 8, £4.50 pbk
Look at the Katie Morag picture
books and you will hear the slap,
slap, slap of welly on bare calves and
imagine damp socks becoming
increasingly scrumpled around hot
little heels, as our heroine dashes off
to create yet more well-meaning
mayhem. Memories of Hebridean
holidays undoubtedly add to the
enjoyment of these stories, recently
reissued, but those who have not
had that pleasure will still relate to
the situations portrayed in these
classic tales of inter-generational
family life.

In the latest addition to the series,
Katie Morag and the Grand Concert,
our heroine - never backwards at
coming forwards - practises her very

own version of 'You Cannae Shove
Your Granny Off a Bus' for her
performance. This song would have
caused a diplomatic incident (KM
aficionados will remember the
raised hackles which characterise
the relationship between Grannies
Island and Mainland) had Katie
Morag not been distracted by her
friend, in the front row of the
audience, wearing an identical dress.

Distraught, she runs off stage, to
discover a fellow grown-up
performer in distress because he has
lost his voice. Needless to say, all
ends happily with a rousing
performance from the hastily
formed, multi-talented group, met
with ecstatic applause from the
audience.

As in all Hedderwick's books, the
illustrative detail is exquisite - witty
and absorbing - enriching the plot
with little domestic episodes,
occasionally leaving visual questions
unanswered. She understands that it
is the little things that count yet her
stories fearlessly take on full-blown
emotions without watering them
down. Feelings are important and
Hedderwick takes care to make that
point.

Newly available in paperback, Oh
No, Peedie Peebles! introduces
another stubborn but loveable
Hedderwick character. Peedie (the
Orcadian word for little) is utterly
determined to be part of his family's
home decoration strategy, despite
his parents' considerable efforts.
One toddler, a paintbrush, a trolley
and a few undetected thefts cause
complete havoc, havoc which will
appeal to most 2 to 4 year-olds but
which will send shivers of memory
down the backs of their parents. A
wonderfully anarchic introduction
to colours. LF

The Monster and the
Teddy Bear

From Katie Morag and the Grand Concert.

David McKee, Andersen,
32pp, 0 86264 762 2, £4.50 pbk
Angela is disappointed when Aunt

Jane sends her a
teddy bear. She
wanted a monster.
However, when her
parents go out for
the evening leaving
Angela with a
babysitter, a mon-
ster arrives through
Angela's window.
The monster's
monstrous deeds
are fun at first, but
when they become
too much for
Angela, Teddy
comes to the
rescue and throws
the monster far
enough away to

Queenie the Bantam

*****Bob Graham, Walker, 32pp,
0 7445 5519 1, £9.99 hbk
This handsome, large format picture
book starts dramatically when
Caitlin's dad plunges into a lake to
rescue Queenie, the bantam from
drowning. 'That might have been the
end of the story ...', Graham tells us
but it is not as Queenie confidently
makes herself at home in Bruno the
dog's basket. When the family return
her to her farm, it might again 'have
been the end of the story' but
Queenie comes back to see them
every day and to lay her eggs.
Eventually, a new baby brother
arrives for Caitlin and Bruno
inadvertently hatches out Queenie's
eggs, left in his basket, so there are
chicks too.

This warm, funny, beautiful book is
about change and adaptation to
change. Bruno reluctantly but
gracefully makes room in his basket
for Queenie and her eggs just as
Caitlin must accommodate the new
baby. Just as life continues and we
see relationships grow and change,
so each episode ends with the
reassuring refrain about the story
continuing. Graham's family, as ever,
is refreshingly contemporary with

ueeme
the

Bantam

new man dad at the ironing board.
The family is also one that can think
about feelings together - spying on
Queenie laying her eggs feels, they
agree, intrusive.

Graham's witty, deftly expressive pen
and wash illustrations amplify his
understated text with movement,
expression, feelings admirably
conveyed. He uses the spreads in a
variety of dextrous ways, from
cartoon strip sequences to a map
showing Queenie's path from the
farm to Caitlin's house over a busy
motorway bridge. RS

The Seasons
NON-FICTION

***

Above, from The Seasons.

make sure he will never come back.
McKee is an exciting storyteller in
words and pictures, whose
subversion of the recognizable world
connects more fully with his young
readers than do the thoughtless
adults in his stories. This book
contains a number of motifs
recognizable to those who are
familiar with McKee's work - here are
adults whose lives parallel rather
than connect with those of their
children, a disconcerting displace-
ment of familiar household items,
and the bright patchwork effect of
Angela's bedspread, reminiscent of
Elmer the Elephant.

VC

Debbie MacKinnon,
photographs by Anthea
Sieveking, Frances Lincoln,
32pp, 0 7112 0909 X, £4.99 pbk
This book uses photographs of
children to illustrate the seasons. Each
photo has a short piece of text clearly
related to it, extending what we can see
- for example 'Georgia can see the
buds on the tree, ready to burst into
new green leaves in the warm
sunshine.' There is a mixture of natural
occurrences in each season - chicks, a
squirrel, etc. - and children at play in
sunshine or showers or amid autumn
leaves. A topical summertime warning
about suncreams and hats is included.
Page tops are colour-coded for each
season, providing young children with
another visual cue, and the text is
varied by occasional questions to the
reader.

One or two quibbles: why do books like
this continue to place the grain harvest
in autumn, when in the UK it mainly
takes place in summer? And why is
winter represented by so many snowy
scenes (shot in France, incidentally)
when we have so few really snowy days in
the UK? No fog, frost or dull November
skies, and only one picture of bare winter
trees, any of which are more likely to be
experienced by the young British child.

A nice touch, however, is the last
photo, of crocuses poking through the
snow, taking the child's attention back
to Spring again. A very child-friendly,
usable book for the Infant classroom,
described as suitable for National
Curriculum KS1 Science and Scottish
Guidelines Environmental Studies
Level A. AG
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REVIEWS 5-8 Infant/Junior
Ishtar and Tammuz

****Christopher Moore,
ill. Christina Balit, Frances
Lincoln, 32pp,
07112 1090 X, £9.99 hbk,
0711210993, £4.99 pbk

Subtitled 'A Babylonian Myth of the
Seasons', this is an extremely
attractive blend of word and picture
which retells the story of the goddess
Ishtar and her son Tammuz, 'the
Green One'. Made jealous by the
popularity enjoyed by Tammuz
when she sends him to live on the
earth, Ishtar has him killed. The
earth becomes 'an all but lifeless
place with trees bare, meadows
without grass or flowers, the birds
huddled and silent' and its people
pray for Tammuz's restoration. Ishtar
is moved by their sense of loss and
departs for the realm of darkness,
ruled by Allatu, the half-woman,
half-lioness. Tammuz is set free - but
only on the condition that he returns
to Allatu for six months each year.
Moore's text does justice to the high
passions and dramatic switches of
fortune in the story, while Balit's rich,
colourful and stylised artwork
engagingly frames and decorates the
narrative. RD

Our Favourite Stories

****Jamila Gavin, photography by
Barnabas Kindersley, ill.
Amanda Hall, Dorling
Kindersley, 48pp, 0 7513 5591
7, £8.99 hbk
This is a book which celebrates the
essential spirit of children and story
the world over. Ten children, whom
we first met in Children Just Like Me,
introduce stories from around the
world; stories which are favourites in
their native countries and cultures.
For instance, Celina, a Tembe Indian
from the Amazon region of Brazil,
introduces the story of a whistling
monster who lurks in the rainforest;
from Bakang of Botswana we hear of
the evil 'Witch of the Sands'; and
Meena, a Hindu girl from New Delhi,
introduces the story of Krishna's
birth. But, this is much more than
just a story book: besides Amanda
Hall's inspired paintings which
illuminate the stories, there are
maps and photographs of the flora

BIG* Books
Six Dinner Sid

*****Inga Moore, Macdonald,
455x360mm, 32pp, 0 7500
24240, £11.99 pbk

The Jolly Witch

****Dick King-Smith, ill. Frank
Rodgers, Macdonald,
455x360mm, 32pp, 0 7500
24232, £11.99 pbk

Handa's Surprise

*****Eileen Browne, Walker,
375x455mm, 32pp, 0 7445
5473 X, £11.99 pbk

Once Upon a Time

*****John Prater, Walker,
375x455mm, 32pp, 0 7445
4713 X, £11.99 pbk

This Is the Bear and
the Scary Night

*****Sarah Hayes, ill. Helen Craig,
Walker, 455x375mm, 32pp, 0
744554756, £11.99 pbk

The Train Ride

*****June Crebbin, ill. Stephen
Lambert, Walker, 375x408mm,
32pp, 0 7445 5474 8, £11.99
pbk

Kitten Bunny
0 85953 965 2 0 85953 967 9

***
Illustrated by P Adams, Child's
Play 'Great Pals' series,
300x300mm, 12pp, £4.99 each
board
Big Books, Big Books, Big Books -
schools should be tripping over
themselves to buy these giant format
picture books. Handa's Surprise, for
example, has been blown up from
215x260mm to 375x455mm. Our
children returned to these Big Books
again and again. Their success was
not only their novelty value - it is
because they are accessible to more
than one or two children at a time;
children at Year One and Two are
highly gregarious so poring over a

Mum's cleaning windosvs.
Here's a hear
Making a ftiss
About a chair.

big book with one's mates appeals
far more than the somewhat
isolating experience of reading to
oneself or to one other in the book
corner!
In a classroom situation the power of
the illustrations in such already
popular titles as Handa's Surprise,
Six Dinner Sid, and The Train Ride is
magnified in direct relation to the
increase in size! The children were
stunned and delighted and
immediately dashed to compare
these large new versions to the
smaller editions. The teacher in me
is over the moon because at last
publishers are giving us what we
desperately need at an affordable
price - quality books with which we
can truly harness the power of group
reading and the magic of choral
reading. With the new 'literacy hour',
using Big Books to the full should be
the keystone to building it into a
meaningful experience for the
children. (For an excellent article on
making the most of group reading
with big books, see Jill Bennett's
piece in BfK 100.)
Of the picture book titles, Six Dinner
Sid (about a greedy cat) proved very
successful. The text is beautifully
constructed but also superbly laid
out on the pages so shared group
readings were highly effective with
the children able to see the text
clearly. The illustrations, stunning in

the original size, are breathtakingly
enlarged. The Jolly Witch (about a
school caretaker who is also a witch)
was particularly useful with the Year
Two children but struggled a bit in
the translation to big book. The
quantity of text to the page meant
that it still seemed cramped for
group reading. However, the fact that
most children were revisiting an old
favourite carried it successfully
through the day.
Handa's Surprise, already such a
favourite (it's a wonderful visual
joke), is now even more so as the
children can share together in the
delight of being secretly privy to
what is happening whilst the heroine
of the story is oblivious!
The giant sized version of Once
Upon a Time (about a 'quiet' day in

the country packed with
events!) begs to be shared,
with children coming out of
the group to point out and
trace the on-going sub-plots.
This has always been a
favourite and a superb
assessment strategy to
ascertain which children
have, or have not, had the
literary culture of fairy and
folk tales. Sadly, increasingly
numbers have not! Whilst it
was always a good read, if in a
somewhat cramped way in its
original size - now it is
glorious in this big screen

version! The book also leads on to
early exploration of the ways stories
can be presented differently in a
whole variety of books and
sometimes even shown from
different perspectives.
This Is the Bear and the Scary Night
and The Train Ride are superb
examples of picture books in verse
which lead with their rhyme and
rhythm to group work on phonics;
they also help us to introduce
children to the excitement of choral
reading and discovering the range of
the human voice to create effect with
pace, tone, colour and volume.
The Child's Play 'Great Pals' board
books set are my least favourite of
the collection sent for review, but
they were loved by the Reception
children (I'm sure they would have
translated well into the Nursery too
but could not be wrested from the
Reception children!). Great Pal
Kitten, particularly, provided
endless amusement and many very
effective re-readings! The young
children loved the predictability, the
fact that they felt they were 'reading',
and they were fascinated by the
comparison of scale between the big
books and the little 'Pocket Pals'
companions. American spelling (as
in 'We can change color.') is a
problem in some of the 'Great Pals'
titles. Also available are Puppy,
Panda, Polar Bear, Dolphin,
Penguin, and Sea-horse. JS

and fauna, and information about
the landscape around each child's
home. These tales read aloud
beautifully, as one would expect
from Gavin, an expert storyteller.
Every one of the 48 pages is a delight
to share with children from around
five and still has much to offer junior
age children. JB

Wolf Academy

*****Jonathan Allen, Orchard,
32pp, 1 86039 292 X, £9.99 hbk
A pair of cubless wolves adopt an
orphan they find wandering in the
forest but his subsequent
development doesn't quite come up
to expectations: 'Send him to The

Wolf Academy' advises the Leader
of the Pack. There, however, Phillip
proves to be anything but star pupil
material. He's a total disaster at
leering and lurking, snarling,
huffing and puffing, his attitude
just is not right and his efforts at
blood-chilling howling serve only
to bring the Instructor's blood to
the boil. Step Six - disguising
oneself as a sheep - seems doomed
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to failure, but it is in this class that
Phillip finally shows his true colours
and before long finds himself
making a fresh start - at the
Sheepdog Academy of Excellence
where he rapidly becomes top dog.
A liberal sprinkling of bubble talk
and delightfully larger than life
illustrations of the lupine (and not so
lupine) characters and their antics
greatly extend the matter of fact
telling and merit close attention:
how expressive Allen makes those
eyes. Such features are best enjoyed
in small group sharing though the
story is certainly strong enough and
witty enough for whole class
enjoyment. I have to admit to a
favourable predisposition towards
books which play with the
conventions of traditional tales and
this one certainly did not disappoint.

JB

Mrs Armitage and
THE BIG WAVE

*****Quentin Blake, Cape, 32pp, 0
224 04629 2, £9.99 hbk

Mr Nodd's Ark

****John Yeoman and Quentin
Blake, Puffin, 32pp, 0 14
055578 1, £4.99 pbk
If you have been waiting for a sequel
to Mrs Armitage on Wheels, it has
been a long wait: it is ten years since
she created the ultimate customised
bike. But she is as svelte as ever, as
she and Breakspear, her dog, carry
their surfboard down the crowded
beach to catch the big wave. And,

while they are treading water, why
not make themselves more
comfortable with an inflatable desert
island, a parasol and a sun shade, a
selection of light snacks, and (much,
much) more?
This is a charming, sunny, seaside
variation on the original theme: a
wry, joyous celebration of
triumphant eccentricity. Blake can
create the swell, the colours, even
the very feel of salt water, apparently
as effortlessly as he sketches every
expression flickering across the faces
of his characters, and depicts the
glorious absurdity of Mrs Armitage's
growing flotilla of possessions.
There is no greater praise than to say
it is as good, if not better, than Mrs
Armitage on Wheels. It will be loved
by everyone under 8 years old and
anyone else who loves gentle
humour and watching a great
illustrator work his

obsession with boxes of all kinds into
an expression of devotion,
converting the boxes into splendid
toys that the boy and his friends can
enjoy. That, apart from the lively,
uncomplicated, radiantly colourful
illustrations, is all there is to it, yet in
a text that almost mimics the
reticence of the box collector, the
author, like the father, succeeds in
expressing powerful and complex
messages. This is a subtle book
whose message is at the same time
highly accessible to the very
youngest readers. GH

Rama and the
Demon King

*****Jessica Souhami, Frances
Lincoln, 32pp, 0 7112 1111 6,
£9.99 hbk

THl TWtLVi : 1 A B O U R S OF

HERCULES

magic.
Blake's most famous
collaboration is with
Roald Dahl. He has an
even longer standing
partnership with John
Yeoman. Mr Nodd's
Ark is one of Yeoman's
best tales. Mr Nodd is
a d-i-y enthusiast in
wood who realises his
greatest project in the
creation of a boat so
large that he cannot
get it out of his
garden. Yeoman and
Blake deliver this
bizarre story in such a deadpan
fashion that we are ready to accept
Mr Nodd's belief that he is a second
Noah.
There is no flood, of course: and the
duck sent out to find an olive branch
comes back with a pair of damp
tights blown off next door's washing
line. Still, everyone has so much fun
locked up in the ark that they decide
to use it for a weekly children's disco.
Words and pictures complement
each other perfectly. Blake picks up
jokes from the text and runs on with
them - the poor unfortunate toddler
has to stagger about in his wooden
romper suit for the length of the
book. A lot of fun for infant and
lower juniors, who already may be
aware of Noah. CB

Do You Love Me, Dad?

*****Stephen Michael King,
Scholastic, 32pp,
0 590 54297 4, £9.99 hbk
This intriguing picture book is a bit
of a paradox. In barely 150 words it
provides a touching account of an
unusual father-son relationship, in
which the father is too inarticulate to
tell his son that he loves him.
Instead, he sublimates his lonely

llama and the Demon King
An Ancient Talc from India

Jessica Souhami

l/o nxi toft Ml'

The three thousand year-old, Hindu
heroic epic, the 'Ramayana', has
spawned countless reworkings in
Indian art and literature. In this
picture book version of a part of the
story, Souhami bases her artwork on
traditional shadow puppets. Magic
deer, arrows and chariots, monkey
armies, broken hearts, an evil
stepmother and a fourteen-year
exile in the forest all find their place
onto brightly colourful pages like an
unfolding tapestry.
The clarity and accessibility of the
text are exemplary, and the book will
readily meet the needs of National
Curriculum English in primary
schools. RB

Wasim in the Deep End

****Chris Ashley, ill. Sascha
Lipscomb, Red Fox, 80pp,
0 09 964021 X, £2.99 pbk
It is the last school swimming
session of the year, so Wasim Ahmed
has only this opportunity to get his
One Star certificate by swimming
25m (no armbands). With the usual
instructor absent and the dreaded
Carol in charge events are not going
to run smoothly. Wasim has to look
after new boy Wing Ho, otherwise
known as 'Eric', and his attempts to
achieve swimming stardom and
simultaneously be a good friend to
someone with only a smattering of
English, soon take a dive. How will
Wasim become a star when he is
unfairly dismissed from the pool by
the harsh swimming teacher? With
likeable characters, including ones
you love to hate, and an interesting
storyline about the importance of
friendship, this amusing novel will
have a wide appeal. The large print
and simple but effective mono-
chrome wash illustrations make this
book suitable for confident lower
junior readers. AK

The Twelve Labours
of Hercules

*****James Riordan, ill. Christina
Balit, Frances Lincoln, 64pp,
0711211655, £12.99 hbk
Re-tellings of Greek and Roman
myths are in plentiful supply - but
there will always be room for one
more, if it is as strikingly executed, in
word and illustration, as this one.
Tracing Hercules' story from birth to
death, via the twelve well known
heroic labours, Riordan re-creates a
world of superhuman strength and
endeavour, where one highly-
charged episode follows another and
where fate would seem unrelenting
in the demands and tasks it imposes.
What one might call the moral
landscape of the stories is
magnificently captured in Balit's full
colour illustrations, which, whether
in literal or symbolic mode, are
powerfully suggestive: see, for
example, the vision of Hades she
gives us to accompany Hercules'
tussle with the frighteningly three-
headed Cerberus. It really is very
difficult to imagine a more seductive
introduction for the young reader to
these ancient, dynamic tales. RD

The Wooden Horse
1 86039 440 X

Perseus and the
Gorgon Medusa
1 86039 438 8

Daedalus and Icarus
1 86039 439 6

****
Geraldine McCaughrean, ill.
Tony Ross, Orchard, 48pp,
£4.99 each hbk
These three books are from a set of
eight B-format hardbacks, some
containing one tale and some two.
The stories are told in a large clear
print with line drawings on almost
every page. The text has been
reproduced from The Orchard Book
of Greek Myths (1 85213 373 2) by the
same author, first published in 1992.
The text is clear and easy to read
aloud with a contemporary but not
jarring feel. The stories are simplified
for ease of comprehension and
would be good introductory texts for
those Key Stage 2 pupils studying
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Ancient Greece, easily read by
competent readers at that stage, or
to read aloud.
The plentiful illustrations, by the
versatile Tony Ross, are in a style
reminiscent of Quentin Blake,
sketchy and somewhat cartoon-like.
While not always attractive perhaps,
some of them are very useful in
extending the text, for example in
illustrating the descent of the hidden
Greeks from the Wooden Horse.
For family use the full collection, at
£11.99, obviously represents better
value; for classroom or library the
individual volumes might be useful,
although since, for some reason, the
front covers and spines only
mention the first story in each book,
searching for particular tales could
be tedious and frustrating. AG

C is for China
NON-FICTION

***Sungwan So, 32pp,
0711211531

Chidi Only Likes Blue
NON-FICTION

*****Ifeoma Onyefulu, 24pp,
07112 11256
Frances Lincoln, £9.99 each
hbk
Following in the footsteps of the
acclaimed A is for Africa and I is for
India comes C is for China, another
photographic alphabet in picture
book format suitable for National
Curriculum Geography and English
in the primary years. Sungwan's
attractive photographs and well-
judged text take the reader from
Abacus and Bicycle to Xiao and Zen,
via Jade and Qingming Festival, in an
authoritative first introduction to his
country. This is familiar project
material and what it covers is done
with meticulous attention to detail,
and a sympathetic eye for
information that will stimulate
young readers to search out more on
a chosen topic.
But, whilst acknowledging the limits
imposed by 32pp, I wonder whether
the author is, either unwittingly or

BLUir WHALE
BIGGEST

deliberately, presenting a nostalgic
view of a rapidly changing culture. As
a teacher, I'd want to place a
portfolio of current magazine
cuttings on the shelf alongside this
book.
Chidi Only Likes Blue avoids the
criticism of being partial in focusing
unashamedly on Nigerian village life
as seen through the child-eyes of
Nneka. While her brother Chidi
chooses blue as his favourite colour,
Nneka takes us through a rainbow
sequence based on local village life:
the yellow of gari grains; the black uli
juice used for painting; the cream
chewing sticks used for cleaning
teeth.
This is a quality non-fiction text - all
too brief - which achieves that
singular aim of fiction: allowing the
reader to climb inside a character's
skin and see life from her point of
view. It will be an unusual primary
child who doesn't find Onyefulu's
narrative one to turn to again and
again - and it is a picture book that
teachers will certainly want to read
aloud to groups. RB

Is a Blue Whale the
Biggest Thing There Is?
NON-FICTION *****
Robert E Wells, Watts
'Wonderwise', 32pp,
0 7496 2751 4, £3.99 pbk
First published in the US, and
retaining a pleasant American tone,
this book takes a look at what is 'the
biggest thing there is' by starting
with a blue whale and comparing it
to Mount Everest, which is in turn
shown in the context of Planet Earth
... and so on, until we reach the
conclusion that we don't know of
anything bigger than the Universe.
The tone is informal and friendly,
talking directly to the reader: 'How
could anything be that big? How
could anything be bigger?' and
though the ideas of scale are very
difficult to imagine, for an adult if
not a child, this is an interesting and
intriguing way to explore vastness.
The book is well-presented on heavy
shiny paper, illustrated with
paintings varying from bright
graphics of crates of 'sun-sized
oranges' to a beautiful colour-wash
of the Universe.
Quirky, fun, encouraging a sense of
wonder rather than being a book of
answers. A great antidote to some of
the more didactic books around! AG

Big Blue Whale
NON-FICTION

*****Nicola Davies, ill. Nick
Maland, Walker, 32pp,
0 7445 2845 3, £9.99 hbk
A beautifully-presented, informative
book telling much of what a child
might wish to know about Blue
Whales. We start close to the whale,
comparing its size to that of other
large animals, a pair of sailors in
gumboots and oilskins giving some
sense of scale as they feel its skin,
'springy and smooth like a hard-
boiled egg, and as slippery as wet
soap', or look into its eye 'as big as a
teacup'. Gradually we are distanced
from the whale as we learn of its life
and habits until at last we are
reminded that however large the
creature is, 'in the vastness of the
green seas, even a blue whale is
small - and hard to find.'
The main text is gentle and
unhurried, almost lyrical in style,
imparting its information in a way
easy even for under-7s to grasp.
There is a subsidiary text, in
handwriting, giving further facts,
sometimes rather superfluous,
sometimes genuinely illuminating.
The illustrations are in soft
watercolour, cross-hatched, and
giving views of the animal from all
angles.
A fine example of a good information
book reaching a wide age range. AG

REVIEWS 8-10 Junior/Middle
The Dragon's Child

*****Jenny Nimmo, ill. Alan Marks,
Hodder, 96pp, 0 340 67303 6,
£9.99 hbk
It seems that Nimmo cannot fail to
craft fiction that has a genuine sense
of wonder for the young reader.
Dando the dragon child finds
himself deserted by his mother in a
deep cave beside the sea.
Threatened by the fearsome
Doggins, creatures who 'like nothing
so much as a game of catch and
torment', Dando is befriended by
Manon, an orphaned slave girl.
There is a beautiful ebb and flow to
their shared adventures as they seek
to elude one human or animal
predator after another. The Welkin
People, Lord Drum, Lady Bolda and
Great Smould make up a bewitching
galaxy of fantastical characters
guaranteed to enthral this age range.
Given this is a narrative steeped in
the mythical powers of fire-
breathing, flying dragons, Marks's

illustrations on every page enhance
the magic and the text has a
satisfying large typeface. RB

There's a Troll at the
Bottom of Our Street

****Ann Jungman, ill. Doffy Weir,
Puffin, 96pp, 0 14 037896 0, v
£3.99 pbk
Five short chapters form mis sequel
to There's a Troll at the Bottom of My
Garden, in which said Troll looks
after the neighbourhood by tidying
up rubbish. A multi-cultural group of
local children go in search of
adventure with the Troll, but their
nostalgic recreation of the Billy
Goats Gruff story, complete with a
'rickedy rackedy bridge' over the
canal, goes wrong when the Troll
becomes convinced that he is being
haunted. Meanwhile, die locals have
got a 'clean up the canal' campaign
going, helped by the Troll and his
friends' TV appearance.
Language and format are definitely
for 'developing readers' as classified
by Puffin: the text is not stilted at all
and uses a good range of vocabulary
in contexts which will help with

recognition if unfamiliar. The type is
large and there are lots of pictures.
AG

Giant Jim and the
Hurricane
Viking, 0 670 87260 1, £9.99
hbk

The Indoor Pirates
Puffin, 0 14 037572 4, £3.99
pbk

****
Jeremy Strong, ill. Nick
Sharratt, 96pp each
Strong knows his giant stories and
Giant Jim and the Hurricane is a
variation on the friendly giant,
hostile town theme, where the only
welcoming face is little Polly Palmer.
The sad saxophone playing giant
and his giant hen, Florence
Fluffybum, are likeable creations
and the illustrations make the most
of the catastrophes visited on the
town by the hapless pair.
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The Indoor Pirates is more of a
domestic tale, concentrating on the
relationships among the motley
crew of land locked misfits, notably
the bossy Captain Blackpatch and
the ever arguing twins, Polly and
Molly. Apocalyptic mayhem here,
too - the pirates blow themselves up
when they mistake the electricity
junction box for a treasure chest -
but there is as much fun in watching
Blackpatch grumpily ironing or Bald
Ben squeezing Lumpy Lawson too
hard.
What transforms these old themes is
Strong's humour, invention and
grasp of human nature, and
Sharratt's ability to dramatise the
text with cartoons that convey mood
and action equally adroitly. Both
stories would read aloud well. CB

Across the Roman Wall
Theresa Breslin, ill. Michael
Charlton, 96pp, 0 7136 4664 0

Mission to Marathon
Geoffrey Trease, ill. Paul
Fisher-Johnson, 96pp,
0713646713

The Saga of Aslak
Susan Price, ill. Barry
Wilkinson, 96pp, 0 7136 4670 5

A Ghost-Light in the
Attic
Pat Thomson, ill. Annabel
Large, 104pp, 0 7136 4672 1

***
A & C Black 'Flashbacks', £4.50
each pbk
This series of historical 'faction' has
attracted some notable writers who
know how to tell a good, exciting tale
with a subtle interweaving of period
fact and detail. The experienced eye
will spot the formula brief but the
stories stand well on their own and
not everyone will go for the whole
set.
Across the Roman Wall takes us to
Roman Britain, where the animosity
between the army and the Britons is
reflected in the tense, stormy
relationship between Lucius and
Marinetta, who are finally forced to
act in unison to deflect impending
disaster, and out of that comes a love
interest.
Mission to Marathon sees Philip and
Nycilla, his cousin, acting as
messengers to save Athens from the
advancing Persians, who have
already landed at Marathon.
The Saga of Aslak moves us to the

Vikings and a sometimes violent,
eventful tale of conflict, slavery and
human tenacity. Again two matched,
male/female characters and some
love interest.
A Ghost-Light in the Attic moves
between now and the Civil War,
when Tom and Bridget encounter
the ghost of a girl whose family are
divided by the Cavalier v. Roundhead
antagonism and the subsequent
double-dealing chicanery that goes
on.
All the texts are amply illustrated and
the language strictly controlled to
make quick, informative, exciting
reads that will have their uses
through late KS2 as well as early KS3.
I've always felt that this really is the
way to enrich History lessons. DB

FROM THE CREATOR OF BABE ~ i

A Mouse Called Wolf

*****Dick King-Smith, ill. Alex de
Wolf, Doubleday, 128pp,
0 385 40908 7, £9.99 hbk
Magnus Powermouse is one of my all
time favourite rodents, but Wolf
comes a close second. Wolfgang
Amadeus, not surprisingly, was born
in a hole behind the leg of a grand
piano. Furthermore, not
surprisingly, he picks up the tunes
played by the lonely old lady of the
house and, because even runty mice
need to make their mark, he
becomes the old lady's best friend
and the first singing mouse in the
world.
The King-Smith magic is as sure as
ever, perfectly pitched for read-
aloud or early solo effort. The
illustrations by Alex de Wolf augment
the text with its large typeface
perfectly and so here's another
miniature, mousey masterpiece to
sing about. DB

aftermath. A gentle story, easily read,
a paean for dog owning and the
needs of the abandoned dogs. AJ

Nightmare Stairs

***Robert Swindells, Doubleday,
176pp, 0 385 40509 X, £9.99 hbk

Jacqueline Hyde

****Robert Swindells, Corgi
Yearling, 160p, 0 440 86329 5,
£3.99 pbk
Swindells is a master of the
conventions of the fast paced, cliff
hanging adventure story (see for
example Daz 4 Zoe, and the Carnegie
medal winning Stone Cold) and in
these books he describes in first
person, page turning detail how the
conventional lives of very ordinary
girls are catastrophically disrupted
by intrusions of crime and the
supernatural.
In Nightmare Stairs, Kirsty's
persistent dream of falling down
stairs convinces her that she is the
reincarnation of her own grandma
who died in such an accident - but in
the dream she is pushed. Kirsty's
detective work succeeds in building
a case against a family member, but
the reality of the past turns out to be
even more distressing than the
dreams suggested.
Jacqueline Hyde is a stereotypical
model pupil, resentful of her
parents' preoccupation with their
shop, but otherwise serene, until she
discovers an old fashioned bottle in
her Grandma's attic. She inhales
from it, and unleashes from within
herself an appetite for evil.
'Jacqueline Bad' manifests herself in
acts of mischief and defiance, but
soon acquires a capacity for more
serious malevolence.
Both of these novels are written in a
fairly convincing vernacular that
many children will find sympathetic,
and in both the chapters are brief
and skilfully paced. I found
Jacqueline Hyde the more
compelling, perhaps because its
central theme is more relevant to
children's lives. The story's
frighteningly vivid allegory of
addiction and the moral corruption
that comes in its wake is not made
explicit until the closing paragraph,
but it drags at the reader's
consciousness throughout the book.
The parallel with Stevenson's
masterpiece is not laboured, but an
intriguing allusion to it is made in
the closing pages, and perhaps this
fine thriller could provide older
readers with a motivation for turning
to the original. GH

Whistle and I'll Come The Old Stories

**** *****Jean Ure, Scholastic, 176pp,
0 590 54296 6, £4.99 pbk
Reluctantly Sally's father agrees to
her having one dog but when she
visits the dogs' home she first finds
an inseparable pair of young dogs
and the old and abandoned Beth.
Sally manages to break into Beth's
apparent lethargy and then discover
the story of her past and the reasons
for her routines. It is a lovely late
flowering of life for Beth before she
finally sinks into old age. Sally has to
face the difficulties of dealing first
with the decision about whether to
put Beth down and then its

Kevin Crossley-Holland, ill.
John Lawrence, Colt Books,
224pp, 0 905899 51 2, £9.95
pbk
Kevin Crossley-Holland ( author of
the Riddle Book, the Carnegie
medal-winning Storm and of several
celebrated folklore collections) is a
masterly reteller of traditional
stories, and in this fascinating
anthology he explores the oral
traditions of his homeland, the
marshes and fens of East Anglia.
This is a plumply stuffed treasury of
a book, and an intense delight to
anyone interested in folklore.

Kevin Crossley-Holland

THE
QLD STORIES

--—. _ _ *^

Familiar tales like 'Tom Tit Tot" and
'Pitcher of Brains' stand alongside
more localised offerings like 'The
Callow Pit Coffer' and 'A Coggeshall
Calendar' (an hilarious variant on
the Chelm/Gotham village of fools
theme). The style of the retellings is
richly descriptive but warmly
conversational, except when a more
incantatory, poetic voice is adopted.
Should you want to frighten the
living daylights out of your children,
'Long Tom and the Dead Hand' will
do the job nicely, while 'The Pedlar of
Swaffham' will provide a cheerful
antidote the day after (the latter
story is one of the best 'blueprints'
for an oral telling that I've ever
found).
The courses in this feast of narrative
are interleaved with snippets of
verse, sayings and anecdotes;
scholarly notes and sources form a
fascinating appendix; John
Lawrence's engraved motifs at the
head of each chapter radiate a rustic
mystique.
This is an invaluable book for
teachers and parents to read aloud,
storytellers to be inspired by, and
older children to enjoy alone. GH

Ramadan and Id-ul-Fitr
NON-FICTION

****Rosalind Kerven, Evans
'A World of Festivals', 32pp,
0 237 51694 2, £8.99 hbk
The choice of the two festivals
together shows a logical approach
and a remarkable understanding of
the festivals as one cannot be fully
understood without the other. With
its simple and appealing style a
subtle but successful attempt has
been made to explain the concept
behind these festivals for young
people.
The book gives a brief history of
Islam, the development of the
festivals and all religious and
practical aspects of the celebrations
with pleasant and relevant
photographs. It has a useful glossary
and there are suggestions for
classroom activities to involve
children. KA

Id-ul-Fitr
NON-FICTION

***Kerena Marchant, Wayland
'Festivals', 32pp, 0 7502 1938 6,
£9.50 hbk
Although this book is mainly about
the festival of Id-ul-Fitr it has a more
general approach and covers wider
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aspects of Islam including other Muslim festivals.
Each chapter highlights one or more special areas
to emphasize and further elaborate important
points discussed in it, e.g. Muslim calendar, etc.
This could be helpful for reference in
understanding other aspects of Muslim life.
The book also discusses how Id-ul-Fitr is
celebrated in different parts of the world. It has a
glossary, photographs and suggestions for further
reading with useful contacts. KA

Pakistan
NON-FICTION

***Eaniqa Khan and Rob Unwin,
0 7502 1779 0

Jamaica
NON-FICTION ***
Alison Brownlie, 0 7502 2003 1
Wayland 'Country Insights', 48pp, £10.99
each hbk
A very interesting new series suitable for Year 5
and up. The books follow exactly the same format.
The country is introduced with a simple map, an
inset map to show its place in the world and a fact
box. Then the reader is introduced to one of the
major cities in the country and a small rural
community. There follow sections on Land and
Climate, Home Life, At Work, Going to School, At
Play and The Future and in each section a general
spread is followed by two pages on each of the
communities - thus in Pakistan at work in Lahore
we learn about the large factories as well as the
small workshops and a picture of a woman lab
technician at a Cancer Hospital is set against a
photo of two boys working in a motor cycle repair
shop. In the village of Palak we learn about
farming and local tradesmen such as the
blacksmith and the cobbler.
The books set out to show the great variety of
people and ways of life and promote an optimistic
view whilst not hiding from some of the problems
of the two countries. Plenty of top quality photos,
illustrative quotes from residents and some useful
statistics allied to an approachable text in good
size print make these very attractive candidates
for all primary and secondary school libraries.

SR

Light Up Your Life
David Phillips, 1 85578 090 9

Planet Ocean
Brian Brett, 1 85578 094 1

Satellite Fever
Mike Painter, 1 85578 091 7

The Space Place
Helen Sharman, 1 85578 092 5
NON-FICTION

****Illustrated by Mic Rolph, edited by Fran
Balkwill, Portland Press 'Making sense of
science', 32pp, £6.99 each pbk
The Rolph/Balkwill combo has already recorded a
string of hits making sense of science (e.g. The Egg
and Sperm Race, Collins), so their involvement
with this new series whets the appetite more than
somewhat. And we are not disappointed; Rolph's
flexibility as an illustrator accommodates all four
subjects and, as always, greatly amplifies the
meaning of the texts. These are highly readable,
and, in Space Place and Planet Ocean especially,
provide no little humour. In the former, the girl
from Mars (Britain's first space astronaut
remember) takes us on a simulated space
mission, concentrating on the everyday aspects of
weightless living, so eating, sleeping and using the
air-closet, often sneezing, never burping and
drinking recycled urine - all regular parts of
space-life - are engagingly featured. You can get
better maps of most planetary surfaces than you
can of our own seabed says Brian Bett in Planet
Ocean, prior to taking us on another simulated
journey. This time it is in a mini-sub (no proper
lavatory there, either) to discover gulper eels,
hydrothermal vents and, of course, discarded cola
cans. Satellite Fever is necessarily a technical
oeuvre and shows the versatility and range of
these flying wonderboxes, of which there are now
hundreds in orbit. With lots of help from Rolph,
Phillips in Light Up Your Life, after explaining lots
of other photo-phenomena, provides the best
explanation of lasers I have seen yet and devotes
plenty of space to them. See the author in
hologram on the back cover, too.
This is a highly attractive quartet, all of which
provide lots of well-expressed information and
any of which may be read end-to-end for
pleasure; in fact that is probably the best way to
set about them, as there is not a shred of an index
anywhere. TP

REVIEWS 10-12 Middle/Secondary
Forever X

*****Geraldine McCaughrean, Oxford, 128pp,
0 19 271748 0, £5.99 pbk
From McCaughrean we have come to expect an
entertaining mixture of the wise and the witty:
Forever X does not disappoint. This highly
imaginative story is essentially concerned with
childhood wonder and adult loss, a fable given
strikingly concrete representation. The 'Forever X'
of the title is a bed and breakfast establishment
which specialises in providing Christmas
festivities every day of the year, where the lonely
and rejected come to seek unseasonal happiness.
Into this company there accidentally stumbles the
Shepherd family, whose few days' stay involves
them in a sequence of events, by turn hilarious
and dangerous. More significantly perhaps,
principally because of the role given to Mel, the
younger Shepherd child, these events are to
enforce upon the family a reassessment of what
the very word 'family' means. This is a stunningly
clever novel, where, however, the author's powers
of invention are never allowed to take precedence
over her humane and generous vision.

RD
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Poo, You and the
Potoroo's Loo
Did you know you are a prime

poo-lluter of our planet? Cats are

very poo-ticular and the

potoroo's loo helps the gum tree

grow. Birds pwoo "while "walking,

perching and (unfortunately)

flying. In this serious but funny

book for young readers David

Bellamy explains how the poo

cycle could operate properly.

I 85578 095 X October 1997

Bra in box
What happens when you read?

Your eyes see, your mind thinks,

your fingers turn the pages. This

is all organized by your brain.

What does your brain look like?

What is it made of? Steven Rose

explains what is so special about

your brain.

I 85578 096 8 October 1997

Light Up Your Life
David Phillips

" This is the kind of expert, thrilling
science book that we should be
getting to children everywhere."
New Scientist

I 85578 090 9 March 1997

Also available
"the books are bubbling with the
authors' enthusiasm for their
subjects." TES

Planet Ocean by Brian Bett;
Satellite Fever by Mike Painter;
The Space Place by Helen Sharman

32 pages £6.99 each

Microbes, Bugs and Wonder
Drugs by Fran Balkwill and Mic Rolph
with Victor Darley-Usmar

(£ 12.99, Special offer £ 10.00)

Orders to:
Portland Press, Commerce Way,

Colchester CO2 8HP.
Tel: 01206 7963 51
Fax: 01206 799331

E-mail: sales@portlandpress.co.uk
Postage: £1.50 per book up to £4.50

Full details on http://www.portlandpress.co.uk
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NEW Talent
Switchers

****Kate Thompson, The Bodley
Head, 216pp, 0 370 32425 0,
£9.99 hbk
Tess is a loner, setting herself apart
because there is no point in getting
close to people when her parents are
always on the move. She also has a
secret - she is a 'Switcher', able to
take on any animal form she chooses
and live as that creature. Then Tess
meets Kevin, another secret
Switcher, who has come to enlist her
help to save the world from climatic
changes as it ices over.
Unevenly written and sometimes
jerkily structured (the scenes in the
Pentagon are particularly
unconvincing), this adventure novel
is at the same time a powerful and
imaginative portrait of two troubled
children whose magical powers
induce inner as well as outer
changes. Kevin, mistrustful and
withdrawn, is 'not good at being a
boy'. His experience of people is
such that: 'I don't know how to look
at them and I don't understand the
way they look at me.'
In an unexpected and poignant
ending, the wholeness and intimacy
that Kevin finds only when he has
switched, lead him not to switch

back. Tess too is then drawn into
making the same irrevocable choice:
'Tess's heart leapt, racing ahead of
her into the night skies where she
would be flying with her friend.'
Thompson is a strong and, for the
most part, subtle writer whose inside
portrayal of the animal world is both
daring and accomplished. This
impressive first novel also looks good
with its attractively illustrated (by
Darren Lock) and well designed
jacket. RS

Space Demons
224pp, 1858814383

Skymaze
208pp, 185881 439 1

Shinkei
224pp, 1 85881 441 3

****
Gillian Rubinstein, Dolphin,
£3.99 each pbk
Ironically the Cyberspace world of
The Net and websites, some say the
present enemy of story and reading,
is the focal point of this exciting,
compelling adventure trilogy, which
takes the player into 'a totally new
realm of inter-active game playing'.
That 'new realm' is being drawn into
the game literally, entering the
screen and becoming fused widi the
program, taken over by it, challenged
by it, changed by it and potentially

destroyed by it.
Space Demons draws energy and
menace from the anger and hatred
felt by the young aussie friends who
play the prototype game, at first out
of interest and excitement and then
out of compulsion. The dangers they
endure are compensated by their
slow realisation of their true selves
when the defences and pretences are
cast aside and they struggle to avoid
their own destruction.
Skymaze sets renewed challenges. At
first it seems pleasantly harmless,
but then the players realise that this
game has a sinister side too, fed by
their own fear. Only by skill, co-
operation and courage could they
conquer and subdue the game's utter
ruthlessness - "... their inter-
dependence was the Earth's life, their
disunity its death.'
Shinkei is the most challenging read
and the most dangerous adventure
for the friends, since the game has
taken an independent and cruel life

ADVERTISEMENT

A magical adventure story
that grabs your attention.
(From St Thomas's Primary School, Swansea)

crossover
by Nicola Davies,
published by Barny Books
Holly's brother, Gareth, is replaced
by a child from another world.
Holly and Rowan rescue him with
the help of Keslitan, a shape shifter
from the World of Light. They
overcome many dangers including
Miss Fish, the piano teacher
possessed by Dark Forces.
ISBN 0948204 Cost £3.75
Signed copies available from
Pro Forma, Box 29, Neath,
WestGlam. SA11 1WL

of its own, using their brain power
and dreams as its energy source.
Furthermore, a money-grabbing
games marketing supremo and a
brainwashing, fundamentalist
Japanese sect also want a stake in
this out-of-control potentially lethal
technology. Right up to the
breathtaking climax it looks as
though evil has all the cards in its
favour.
Rubinstein has written an enviable
trilogy here. Characterisation is
comprehensively good, plotting is
totally sure-footed and the under-
pinning morality laudable. A must
for readers who like being stretched
in every direction at once. DB

Scribbleboy

***Philip Ridley, ill. Chris Riddell,
Viking, 224pp, 0 670 85422 0,
£10.99 hbk, Puffin, 0 14 036894 9,
£3.99 pbk
Anyone who has read Meteorite
Spoon, or Kasper in the Glitter will
probably know what I mean when I say
I had difficulty reading Ridley's latest
assault on the senses. Unable to find a
way sequentially through the
narrative, I resigned myself to
scanning Scribbleboy's relentless
capital letter GRAFFITI on a couple of
train journeys, and passed the novel
on quickly to our 15-year-old
babysitter. She proclaimed: 'It's a rap.'
The 'scroll' (as I prefer to term the
text) bombards the reader with a
challenging sight vocabulary of
Scribbledacious, Skoom-sha-skoom,
Spangfabulous and the rest, with a
tricky cast of characters sporting
names in the vein of Ma Glamrock,
Tiffany Spangle and Levi Toot. This is
kaleidoscopic writing - wittily
illustrated - and part of a culture
which is firmly not accessible to
most adults. And that's its success in
the teenage domain! Watch out for
the T-shirt and movie - ultra-mega...

RB

16th CENTURY
MQSQ

A 16th Century
Mosque
NON-FICTION *****
Fiona Macdonald, ill. Mark
Bergin, Macdonald 'Inside
Story', 48pp, 0 7500 2046 6,
£4.99 pbk
This is an impressive addition to
books on Islamic religion and
culture. It explains how the idea and
the structure of the mosque evolved
and the function it serves. The book
looks at the life style of the people of

the area and the period chosen. It
not only tells us about the most
outstanding architect of the time,
Sinan Pasha, Court Architect to
Suleyman the Magnificent, but also
discusses the technical and
architectural problems encountered
in the construction of the
Suleymaniye mosque.
The book is comprehensive enough
to be used for reference with topics
on science, technology and arts. It is
skilfully and clearly illustrated.
Especially helpful is a section on
dates to simplify any possible
confusion between the Muslim and
Christian calendars. It also includes
an excellent glossary. KA

Pompeii
80pp, 0 19 917158 0, £5.99 pbk

The Roman Fort
32pp, 0 19 910426 3, £4.99 pbk

The Legionary
32pp, 0 19 910425 5, £4.99 pbk

The Cavalryman
32pp, 0 19 910424 7, £4.99 pbk
NON-FICTION ****
Peter Connolly, Oxford
'The Roman World'
Opening my review parcel and
finding Pompeii was like meeting an
old friend as I remember buying a
copy for my school library when it
first appeared in hardback nearly 20
years ago and I am pleased to say
that I am as impressed by the book
now as I was then. I have always
been fascinated by the story and
would dearly love to visit the site but
this book is a welcome substitute.
Connolly begins with a short
account of the disaster and later
excavations and this is followed by a
stunning double page aerial photo of
the ruins today. Much of the book
then focuses on one particular block
of houses (or insula) and with a
judicious mixture of photographs,
cutaway drawings and artist's
impressions he lays before the
reader a rich picture of life as it was
lived over 2000 years ago.
The Roman Fort is perhaps the most
accessible of these titles as the
author adopts a more narrative
approach and foregoes many of the
more technical forms and Latin
words as he deals with the buildings
of and daily life in the forts at
Vindolanda and Housesteads on
Hadrian's Wall.
The Legionary and The Cavalryman
tell the story of the military career of
Tiberius Claudius Maximus whose
tombstone was discovered in
northern Greece in 1965.
These are four immensely scholarly
and highly detailed books. Only the
most able of readers will persevere
with the text but the illustrations are
quite superb and should provide
much to talk about with all ages and
abilities from Year 6 upwards. SR

Picture book reviewed this issue
relevant to older readers:

Ishtar and Tammuz (see pg. 21)
The Twelve Labours of
Hercules (see pg. 22)
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Loos Through the
Ages
0 7502 2058 9

Kitchens Through the
Ages
0 7502 2059 7
NON-FICTION ****
Richard Wood, Wayland
'Rooms Through the Ages',
32pp, £9.50 each hbk
'Rooms Through the Ages' is a
colourful new series which treats
domestic social history for upper

primary school with wit and an eye
for detail.
Loos Through the Ages cannot
miss as a subject: and Richard
Wood seizes the opportunity to
make us gasp, wince and snigger.
He cannot resist disgusting puns.
'Royal Stools' is the heading for a
paragraph about Henry VIII's 'close
stool' or bedside commode; and,
on each page, the fact boxes are
presented as 'Chamber Chat', in
the shape of a potty, and 'Fancy
That' on a loo roll.
Beyond the fun, there is a
thoughtful presentation which
concentrates on the prescribed
National Curriculum periods and

includes excellent photographs
of artefacts, buildings and
historical locations; quotations
from historical documents; and
reproductions of paintings,
cartoons and advertisements for
sanitary ware.
There is not so much scope in
Kitchens Through the Ages for
Wood's (or the editor's) sense of
humour; but he writes well, whether
he is discussing cookers or water
closets, relating his descriptions of
the past to his audience's
preconceptions, carrying themes
through from one period to another,
and always giving the impression
that he knows much more than he is
able to include.

It is to Wood's credit that you feel you
want to know more about subjects
that are just touched on. What about
the rise of public loos, for instance,
or changes in dietary and cooking
habits? And he provides good
bibliographies to enable you to
satisfy that curiosity for yourself.
There are also glossaries of culinary
and sanitary terms and lists of
famous kitchens and loos to visit.
But there is a suspicion that the
anecdotal approach of the text has
meant that some aspects of the
subjects, which you might expect to
be treated in a series of this kind, like
changes in house design, are not
covered as well as they might have
been. CB

REVIEWS 12+ Secondary
The Schernoff
Discoveries

adult novel, beautifully constructed
and subtly written. RD

**** The Hidden Child
Gary Paulsen, Macmillan,
112pp, 0 330 35152 4, £3.99 pbk
'It's wrong to say that Harold and I
were best friends. We were each other's
only friend.'
Set in 1950s Minnesota The Schernoff
Discoveries charts an unlikely
friendship that develops between two
adolescent boys drawn together by a
shared sense of isolation from their
peer group.
Harold Schernoff is a genius and this
episodic autobiography describes the
wildly funny situations that arise as the
two boys ingeniously hatch plots to
make money, solve problems and
discover the opposite sex.
The exploits are warmly remembered
and the harsh realities of being on the
outside, the victims of bullying, are
described with wry retrospective
humour. The writing is well-paced and
the comedy of situation closely
observed.
The entertaining subject matter
combined with short punchy text (just
103 pages of fairly large print), may
attract reluctant readers in the
lower secondary school though it
undoubtedly deserves a wider
readership. NG

Harvest

****Robert Westall, Mammoth,
144pp, 0 7497 2774 8, £4.50 pbk
Returning from Kenya to the England
of the early 1950s, Philippa Moran
finds herself, at 24, joining a group of
university students on a summer
harvest camp. In the autumn she will
resume her medical studies,
abandoned for the three years she has
spent abroad, years which have
allowed her to witness and experience
- via the atrocities of the Mau Mau -
the nature of political and personal
violence. Westall's powerful, tautly-
written story moves between
Philippa's memories of the past and
her absorption in the harvest camp of
the present, where events dramatically
assume a violence of their own. With
Brian Trench, the teenage
undergraduate whom she first meets
in the train travelling to the camp, she
embarks on a relationship which for
both of them is to afford an
illuminating commentary on the
nature of sexual longing, passion,
frustration and fulfilment. Meant
primarily - one assumes - for a 'young
adult' readership, this is, in fact, a very

****Anne Cassidy, Scholastic Adlib',
IGOpp, 0 590 54308 3, £7.99 pbk

Family Secrets _

_ ***Brian Keaney, Orchard 'Black
Apple', 208pp, 1 86039 540 6,
£4.99 pbk

Not Just Babysitting

Helen Flint, Mammoth, 112pp,
0 7497 2904 X, £4.50 pbk

The Shadow of August

***SueWelford, Mammoth, IGOpp,
0 7497 2746 2, £4.50 pbk
There are many pitfalls which books
about family problems can fall foul of:
not least the sugared trap of a
conveniently happy ending. These
four titles, all suitable for Year 9 and
above, admirably avoid such lures.
In The Hidden Child, Lou and her
mother Anna are always on the move:
all Lou wants is to settle. This seems
possible for the first time when Anna
becomes the warden of a hostel for
battered women. During yet another
unpacking, Lou discovers newspaper
cuttings which belie the stories Anna
has always told her about her father.
The denouement is subtle and
surprising: Anna was also the victim of
a violent marriage and fled to protect
herself and Lou. The sub-plot deals

with parallel situations in the hostel
women's lives, providing illuminating
and sobering insights into this
terrifying world of irrational violence.
Kate, too, knows nothing of her father
in Family Secrets. However, on her
first visit to Ireland, necessitated by
her grandmother's stroke, she
discovers a good deal about herself,
the country of her birth and her
musician father, Joe.
Although occasionally marred by
rather dull dialogue, the story
strenuously avoids the glibness of
tying all ends neatly together but gives
positive indications of a brighter
future for all the protagonists. Spirited
and successful attempts to prevent a
greedy landowner from buying Kate's
grandmother's farm reinforce the
strength of feeling which Kate draws
from her lineage and from her love of
Ireland.
Not Just Babysitting sparks with wit.
When Sandra and Meg's father loses
his job the girls decide to start a
nursery amidst the charm of Beznobar,
their part-constructed summer home.
Their father, an Eastern European with
endearingly fractured English, pride
and principles wounded, cannot come
to terms with this and family harmony
teeters briefly on the edge of collapse.
Hilarity and philosophy save the day:
the text is a heady brew of legends,
human failings, cheerful chaos and
contentment. This is one of the most
original books I have read, from an
author already the recipient of the
Betty Trask Award.
Perhaps the least convincing of this
quartet is The Shadow of August. The
story of Mattie's attempt to unravel her
mother's secrets after her death results
in some unexpected discoveries and
the eventual realisation that her
mother abducted her as a baby from a
couple whose images still appear
before her in ghost-like form.
It is this somewhat bizarre link with a
sensationalist past which detracts
from the tense and tightly constructed
narrative. The reconciliation at the end
of the novel is well handled, with the
characters ready to take the next step
into newly painted lives. VR

The Surya Trilogy:

The Wheel of Surya
288pp, 0 7497 1582 0

The Eye of the Horse
256pp, 0 7497 2396 3

The Track of the Wind
240pp, 0 7497 2919 8

The Track
o f t h e W i n d
lUffiS! J A M I L A

G A V I N

*****Jamila Gavin, Mammoth,
£4.99 each pbk
This fine trilogy set in India covers a
quarter of a century from the period
leading up to WWII, Independence
and the more immediate horrors
accompanying the partition. There is a
complex interweaving of different
lives, different cultures, sounds and
voices. In The Eye of the Horse, for
example, Doctor Silbermann meets
Marvinder. He is deeply scarred by the
loss of his family in the holocaust; she
has recently escaped from the religious
genocide unleashed by partition; both
are united in their love for violin
music.
In the final volume, Gavin takes the
story forward in time and back to
India, as Marvinder, Jaspal and their
father Govind return from England
and renew their lives in Deri with their
mother. Much of the pain of the past
seemed to be redeemed by their
coming together at the end of the
second book but in this final part there
is too much discord from the past for
resolution. The characters increasingly
bear their own scars. Jaspal 'learned to
hate when he was in England' and that
now becomes moulded through
religion. Marvinder carries the strains
of the past and the two cultures she
has lived in and she must deal with the
pressure for an arranged marriage. The
final book, like the other two, is full of
striking scenes where the people live
within a rich weave of history,
geography, myth and religion. The
tone is darker as the characters age:
youthful optimism and promise seem
to fade along with the fictional
promise of happy endings. Each novel
plays its part in a complex and fine
sequence offering the richness of
quality fiction to teenage readers
fittingly in a year which marks 50 years
of Indian independence. • AJ
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The Mad Hatter's tea party, Fergie at Ascot?
No, no, no, it's ...

THE CAT IN
First published:

1957
Written by:

Dr Seuss
Real name:

Theodor Seuss Geisel. Seuss was his
mother's maiden name. The 'Dr' was self-
appointed.

Wlio's it for?:
Children just starting to read
independently.

First book:
And to Think That I Saw It on Mulberry
Street which was rejected by over 20
publishers before being accepted by an
old schoolmate who was a junior editor
for Vanguard Press, USA.

About the author:
Ted, as he was known in his family, was
born in Springfield, Massachusetts, USA
in 1904 and educated at Dartmouth
College in New Hampshire, and Lincoln
College, Oxford. He first began drawing
his 'zoomorphic' creatures in his early
childhood when visiting the zoo where
his father worked. He went on to become
a freelance cartoonist for American
magazines and advertising agencies, and
a writer and animator in Hollywood.
In 1957 he was challenged by a publishing
colleague, William Spaulding, to 'write a
story that first-graders can't put down',
but he was given a list of only 225 words
from which to do so. The Cat in the Hat,
now celebrating its 40th year of
publication, took Theodor nine months
to write, but once he had found his magic
formula there was no looking back. He
went on to create a whole new genre of
reading books, promoting the idea of
reading for fun and offering something
completely different from reading
schemes and textbooks. The series,
Beginner Books, published by Random
House, USA and HarperCollins, UK,
became hugely successful and still is
today. The 48 titles have sold over 200
million copies in 20 different languages.
Theodor Seuss Geisel also wrote poetry
collections, short stories for adults, plays
and a film, and received many awards
throughout his career, including two
Academy Awards, the Pulitzer Prize and
five honorary doctorates!
He died in 1991. His widow, Audrey
Geisel, still lives in their home in
California.

What it's about?
In The Cat in the Hat two children, and a
surprised goldfish in a bowl, suddenly
hear the bump that announces the
dramatic arrival of the Cat in the Hat, who
states that although it is wet and not
sunny, they could still have lots of fun-
without Mother around. There follows an

THE HAT
unloosening of all rules of 'proper'
children's behaviour and pandemonium
ensues as the Cat and his sidekicks,
Thing One and Thing Two, run riot
through the house. Luckily for them all,
however, peace is restored just moments
before Mother returns. Phew!

Claim to fame:
The biggest selling children's book in the
English language.

Classic Seuss qualities:
Dr Seuss always wrote with the child very
much in mind, and most of his books
have the distinctive formula which has
proved so enduringly popular. The
recurring features are rhyme (mostly a
simple tetrameter), alliteration and
rhythm. The stories rattle along (pausing
for breath only now and again with a
single line of prose), and tend to follow a
set pattern: that of starting out with
something ordinary, then inventing
something new, wild and crazy, and then
returning to the safety of the outset. The
combination of rhyme, highly
imaginative characters, nonsense
humour and wacky word-play, with an
exaggerated, unsophisticated cartoon-
style of illustration (using thick black
outlines and flat colour) has a
particularly strong child appeal.

Still cool?
Consciously or unconsciously children
still love not only Seuss's eccentricity, but
also the anarchic elements of The Cat in
the Hat i.e. the flouting of authority, and
getting away with it without punishment.
Many readers also find satisfying the
feelings of growing anxiety aroused in
the children by the subversive Cat,
coupled with the sense of relief at not
being found out at the end. The angry
fish ('"You SHOULD NOT be here/When
our mother is not./You get out of this
house!"/Said the fish in the pot.') could
be seen to represent the children's super-
ego.

Sequel:
The Cat in the Hat Comes Back

Spin-offs:
The Cat in the Hat Dictionary in French
The Cat in the Hat Songbook

Other best loved titles in the Beginner
Books series:

Green Eggs and Ham, Fox in Socks, Hop
on Pop. •

Helen Levene works in publishing.
The Cat in the Hat has been reissued
by HarperCollins Children's Books in a
40th Anniversary hardback edition
(0 00 172020 1, £12.99) and in
paperback as part of 'The Classic
Collection' (0 00 171303 5, £4.99).


